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'Funeral Rites
For Mrs. Lewis
Funeral services for Mrs.
Lovie Lewis, who died at
Southland Greyhound park in
West Memphis last Thursday
night, were held on Monday
afternoon at Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral with the pastor,
Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, officiating.
Mrs. Lewis, who lived at
481 Simpson st., suffered an
attack and died at the track
while attending the races as
a spectator with a friend.
Granville Lewis, her husband who works as a doorman
at the Hotel Peabody, said
that numerous tales had circulated around town about his
wife having died from the excitement of winning a huge
sum of money on the daily
double, but that was not the
case.
Mr. Lewis said his wife had
been suffering from a heart
ailment and was not enthusiastic about going to the race
track, but went to accompany
a friend "and because she
thought the fresh air might
make her feel better."
He said that his wife did
not place a bet while at the
track and was sitting in the
grandstand when she suffered the fatal attack.
Interment was in New Park
cemetery.
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'Victim's Slayer Kicked
Out Of School Because
Of Criminal Tendencies

Hundreds of Memphians ward pulled out a 12-inch
Journeyed to Brighton, Tenn., Japanese dagger with an eight
last Sunday afternoon for the inch blade and stabbed the
funeral services for a popular student twice, once in the left
Manassas High school senior
who was stabbed to death near
the campus last Wednesday
night after a football game
which brought the school its
second victory of the season.
Both students and teachers
wept id halls and classrooms
following the death of John
Earl Boykins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James L. Winfrey, of 1037
N. Seventh at. He was slain in
the driveway of the school's
mechanic shop.
"ccording to Insp. E. C.
Swann,; chief of the Homicide
Division of the Memphis Police Department, Young Boykins had just returned from a
WHO WILL GET HER VOTE?
football game at Melrose staMiss Leslie Uggams, seated
and looking on as she is as- tive; Miss Dorothy I. Height, dium and was chatting with
left, talented television and
slated by Stanley Ferris, president of the National some girls when a car with
supper club star, registered
election clerk, are from left
Council of Negro Women, some youths drove by,
to vote in her first election
stanetng, Mrs. Iva Capek
and Elections COmmiasionee USED.A DAGOER
'The student reportedly 'yellJOHN E. BOYKIN'
at the New York City Board
Nee York NAACP branch
Maurine J. O'Rourke.
ed and waved as the car went
of Elections offices last week, voter registration representaarm,
and once in the reft si
by. A moment later Fred Howard, Jr., 19, who gave his ad- of the chest.
dress as 114 Tully, Apt. 57, As Howard fled from the
Jumped out of the car, ran up scene, some 20 students purto Boykins and said, "Now, sued him. They were unable to
let's see what you're gonna stop him at first, because he
threatened them with the weado."
A scuffle ensued and Ho- pon.
TRAPPED IN HOUSE
The Memphis branch of the "Miss Social Belle," and pre- will also be awarded during carry on the fight for freeBut before Teaching his
dom."
NAACP is sponsoring a "Miss sented the first prize check the meeting.
home, Howard threw away the
Social Belle" contest to be cli- of $100, with $200 going to her "The purpose of the Miss Contestants must be single
knife, which was retrieved by
maxed at a gigantic talent sponsoring organization.,
Social Belle contest and Tal- girls, who have never married,
one of the chasers and turned
A native son of Tennessee, has not produced a pianist show to be held in Bruce Hall .A second prize of $75, and ent show," Miss Maxine A. between the ages of 13 and 21,
over to police. The students
who is one of the world's which has surpassed New- on the campus of LeMoyne $125 to the organization, and Smith, executive secretary of and must be sponsored by a
then surrounded the building
greatest jazz pianists, Phineas born's masterful skill, techni- college on Friday night, Nov. a third prize of $25 and $75 to the Memphis branch, said, club or organization sponsored
to. prevent Howard from esNewborn, Jr., has been con- cal execution or dominating 20, at 8.
the sponsoring organization "are first to highlight the vast by the NAACP.
caping, while one boy returned
fined to California's Camarillo command of the piano.
Persons interested in knowAt the same time, some
amount of talent to be found
for the police, who made the
State Mental hospital, accord- Praises have been heaped young woman will be crowned
in our youth; second, to give ing more about the contest and
arrest.
lug to a report received here, upon him by both critics and
recognition to individuals and its requirements should attend
In the meantime, Boykins
from Los Angeles.
fellowmen of the profession aorganizations making outstand- a kick-off meeting to be held
was rushed to John Gaston
Camarillo is also famous as like.
ing contributions to the cause Monday night at 7:30 at the
hospital and pronounced dead
the sanctuary for the famed
Bob Dawbarn of England's
on arrival at 11:05 p. m.
of freedom, and third, to raise Sarah' Brown branch of the
of jazz who break down under famed musician publication
sufficient funds to continue to YWCA.
Principal Louis B. Hobson
e complexities of contempor- "Melody Maker" wrote in Feb.
said that the victim was "a
y life.
22, 1963 issue: "Phineas Newvery fine student and we all
Newborn, whose parents live born possesses the most imthought well of him. He was
here in-Memphis, was taken to pressive jazz piano technique
well-liked by the teachers and
the institution after action in since the late Art Tatum
the students."
a California Superior Court,
HAD SERVED TIME
See PIANIST, Page 2
which sent him there for an
Mr. Hobson said that the
*indefinite period." His comboy arrested for the slaying
year,"
Tennessee
last
The Tennessee IlIghway Pa- dents in
mitment was "involuntary."
had also been a student back
The Diminutive, 32-year-old,
trol has launched one of the Butler continued.
WM. A. STINNETTE, SR. in the early sixties and exSOMERVILLE,
Tenn.
—Earl
most
frepublic
safety
Speeding
was
the
most
intensive
sad, pianist became a giant of
hibited such criminal tendenA. MacLin, the first Negro to
education campaigns in the quent violation. A total of 36,musical communication when
cies as stealing, lying and
attempt to win a U.S. Congreswere
convicted
and
history
524
drivers
state.
of
the
he sat down at the piano,
gambling.
sional seat from the Seventh
paid fines for this violation.
which won for him the tag
Howard's last expulsion from
Safety Commissioner G. HilDistrict, told the Tri State De2,015
were
found
Of
this
group
the
school he said was for
"Master of the 99's."
ton Butler has begun a one
fender earlier this week that
guilty
of
violating
truck
speed
"shaking
down" students. PoThe tragic event in Newweek whirlwind tour that will
he thinks his chances of winlimits.
lice records show that Howard
born's life shocked the jazz
produce personal visits with
ning in the three-man race
Speeding plus 2,952 convicwas sentenced to three years
world but it hardly came as a
every newspaper and every tions for driving while under
"are very good."
in the National Training school
surprise because of the latest Atty. H.T. Lockard a candi.
radio and television station in
a
registered
He
became
the influence of an intoxicant
at Washington, D. C., for
ups and downs suffered by date for a seat on the Shelby
Tennessee.
candidate for the congressional
EARL A, MacLIN
accounted for more than half
stealing a car and driving it
the artist. However persons County Quarterly Court, this seat Sept. 23. His most powerTennessee
traffic
law
violaof
the
arrest
total.
William A. Stinnette, Sr. had across a state line.
close to him are deeply griev- week announced the opening
tors are numerous and spent a Other leading
of his campaign headquarters ful opponent is the
violations worked in many phases of in- His victim was secretary of
ed.
lot
of
money
because
of
their
Murry,
70,
i
n
c
u
m
b
e
t
T
o
who
has.
surance
before the end came the Ole Timer's, one of the
at
193 S. Wellington St. and
were for reckless driving and
IN RECENT YEARS
e
served in the House for the
violations during 1963, said violations of Tennessee's dri- Sept. 28.
outstanding organizations at
A native of Whiteville, Tenn. revealed the names of persons last 22 years, His other opthe State Safety department ver laws,
Funeral services for him Manassas and cadet captain in
Newborn lived within a world who will help manage his camtoday.
ponent is Julius Hurst, superpaign.
peopled only by himself. SelDepar.ment officials point- were held at the Temple the NDCC unit at the school.
Dr. T. W. Northcross will intendent of Fayette County
Safety Department figures ed out that these figures rep- Church of God in Christ, 672 His parents said the student
dom did he initiate a converserve as his campaign manager, schools.
show that a total of 81,840 per- resent only those arrests made S. Lauderdale St., last Sunday had planned to attend Langshen — and many times did
Frank R. Kilpatrick will assist Approximately 70 percent of
sons were arrested by the by State Troopers, Thousands afternoon. Officiating was El- ton university in Oklahoma
t reply even when spoken
as co-chairman, and Thomas the registered voters in the The Neshnha School PTA in Highway Patrol during 1963 f
drivers were also arrested der Thomas Terrell. Assisting next year.
to. His sorrows, his joys, his W. Willis
will be the chairman Seventh District are white and Germantown is scheduled to and they paid fines and costs by county and
Mr. Hobson said that he
Municipal offi- was Elder Charles Mason. Incomplexities were not express- of the
about
30
percent non-white. hold its 196445 Membership totaling nearly $709,000.
Finance Committee. Mrs.
terment was in Mt. Carmel learned that there had been
cers.
ed in words by him, His only Georgia R. Atkins is
Marlin
However,
said
in
a
serving as
Kick-Off program Sunday. Oct. "While these figures are insome misunderstanding beexpressions were released chairman of
"Last year an average of Cemetery, under direction of
the women's di- three-man race, he thinks, that 18 at 2:30 p.m. in the school's
teresting in their enormity more than 100 persons a month the J. 0. Patterson funeral tween the victim and the slaythrough his genius at the key- vision.
"approximately 9,000 voters cafeteria.
er about two weeks earlier,
board.
they also point to a more dan- were killed in Tennessee traf- home.
A meeting of volunteers for are needed to win."
Guest speaker will be E. T.
gerous thing than a kick in fic accidents during October, Mr. Stinnette died in John and that the murder was probIt appeared that his music Lockard was to be held follow- Maclin said he
is being sup- orothers, membership chairably
connected with the earlier
the pocket book, "Safety Com- November and December. l'his Gaston hospital. He had been
was the only thing that mat- ing the formal opening of the
ported by the Citizen Commit- man for the Tennessee Cong- missioner G.
in failing health for more than incident.
Butler
Hilton
tered to him, He did not show lawyer's headquarters on Wed- tee of Fayette, which is
tour
is
an
attempt
to
marshal:
an all- ress of Colored Parents and said.
CLASSMATES AT
public support to prevent a re- 8 year.
any concern for such worldly nesday night, Oct. 7.
Negro political action group, Teachers, of Nashville,
Born in Earle, Ark., April SERVICE
possessions as clothes, money, Fund raisers met at the Loc- recently formed. He is also exPresident of Neshoba PTA, "As our State Troopers currence of this grisly toll," 11, 1908, he was brought to Participating on the funeral
houses, cars, and other status kard home at 1304 LaPaloma pecting support from the Alonzo Barber, urges Bluff were making this number of Butler said.
Memphis at an early age. He program at Mt. Tipton CME
symbols.
St. on Monday night.
City PTA Council and Shelby arrests another more appalling Some 350 stops will be made attended Porter Elementary church were Rochester Neely,
Labor Unions.
His inability to adjust to so- Lockard, a native of Ripley, A registered Democrat,
figure
was
climbing.
rapidly
by
the
Troopers
from
Memphis
County
PTA
Council
to
attend
Macschool before graduating from assistant principal of Manesciety is not reflected in his Tenn., has practiced law in
the program. The public is al- I'm speaking of the 941 per- on Monday to Bristol on Fr:music genius. The jazz world Memphis since 1951.
See CHANCE, Page 2
sons who died in traffic acci- day.
See VICTIM'S, Page 2
so urged to attend.
See BURIED, Page 2

Ithineas Newborn, Great Local NAACP:
Jazz Pianist, Confined To Name'Miss Social Belle'At Talent Show
To Mental Institution

t

H. T. Lockard
To Open
Headquarters

'Chances Are
Good'Says
Candidate

Patrol Launches State Highway
'Intensive Public Safety Drive'

Well Known
lnsuranceman
Buried

Neshoba PTA T
Hold Kick-Off
Meeting, Sunday

*
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Buried

for national recognition came.
Count Basie, while visiting
Memphis, heard him play. So
impressed
was he by Newborn,
Continued From Page
lin, 37, said "I'm running as an
Continued From Page
Continued From Page I
until he and John Hammond,
independent." Presently, he is
his execution is still some- a jazz critic and discoverer, ar- ass who gave remarks; William Booker T. Washington high employed as an auditor and an
, thing to make most pianists ranged for Newborn's first Hurd, senior class president, school.
assistant secretary with the
want to put their heads in a New York show in May, 1956. who read the obiturary, and
He first entered the insur- Golden Circle Insurance Comgas oven."
Newborn was jetted to nation- Henry L. Butcher and B. Mor- ance field when he became an pany of Brownsville.
Ralph J. Gleason, writer of a al fame.
agent for Universal Life Inris, who sang a duet.
A native of Fayette county,
• syndicated column said: "He
Newborn's New York debut
surance company. In 1938 he he was
graduated from Tensung
were
Other
selections
(Newborn) is one of the most caused an unparalled stir in
moved to Chicago, Ill., and was nessee State A & I
university
impressive pianists to emerge the jazz world. He was sought- by the Manassas High school employed by the Chicago Metwith honors in 1951 with a
in recent years."
ed and courted as jazz's great- ensemble and the Mt. Tipton ropolitan Insurance company
major in mathmatics. He
deliverMUSICAL FAMILY
est pianist, a title which Art choir. The eulogy was
there. There he married Miss taught in
the county's public
Born into a musical talented Tatum was about to relin- ed by Rev. L. A. Slaughter, Sadie Thompson. Later he
school a year. He is a member
family, his father, Phineas quished — and did with his the pastor.
moved to Gary, Ind. and be- of Fredonia Baptist
church and
Newborn, Sr., was a drummer tragic death on Nov. 4, 1956.
Hundreds viewed the re- came associated with the Giof note in the Memphis area. Recording companies fought mains in Memphis at a wake bralter Insurance company as chairman of the dean board.
VETERAN MEDIC BURIED
Maclin
said
this
is his first After a
He played Drums during his or his music. Club owners held at Gospel Temple Bap- a district manager. Eventually
solemn high mass at cemetery, and seen here con- and died on Sept. 27 at age
attempt to win a public ofson's three year residence tried to out-bid each other for tist church.
he was promoted to state agenEmmanuel
Episcopal church, ducting the service is Father
79. Members of his family
fice.
here. His mother was a singer. his show. He was sought to apgraveside services are con- J. Cortez Atkins. the rector. are seen seated at left.
Active
pallbearers
were cy director for the company. Married to the former Della
A brother, plays a guitar.
pear at jazz festivals. Even Monte Watkins, Gabriel Bal- In 1952 he was named to the
ducted for Dr. William Oscar Dr. Speight practiced mediMLR Photo).
Mae Mickerson of Fayette
Mr. and Mrs. Newborn, Sr., Europe called him "great" aft- four, Dalton Hooks, Billy Hill, company's board of directors.
Speight, Sr., In Elmwood
eine in Memphis for 43 Years
county, Mr..and Mrs. Maclin
live at 588 Alston Ave. now, er two tours.
Mr.
Stinnette
returned
to
Hilton Cannon, Willie Love,
are the parents of a daughter,
It was in Whiteville, Tenn.,
Then, Newborn's own per- Edward Thompson and Thur- Chicago and rejoined the ChiLaura Jean, 17, and two sons,
on Dec. 14, 1943 Phineas
sonal world started to isolate man
Northcross. Honorary cago Metropolitan Insurance Earl S., 10, and Harvey A., 4.
jalayed his talent for music,
him from the general public pallbearers included the mem- company, before being sent to
The candidates mother is
Aside from the piano, he around 1960. His star started bers of the 12-6 class of Man- St. Louis, Mo. as a supervisor
Mrs. Carrie Maclin of Somerplayed trumpet, tenor saxo- to sink. He disappeared from assas Ole Timer's club, the for the company. He moved
ville. His father is deceased.
phone, vibes, French horn and the national scene. He moved Double Ten Society and Com- back to Memphis after a death
baritone horn, during his early to Los Angeles and played in- pany D of the NDCC.
in his wife's family.
years, Prior to entering Ten- frequently at local clubs. In Interment was in the church
Several years ago he became PYLE IN 'RACE'
nessee State A & I University, between he isolated himself cemetery.
a licensed broker in TennesHOLLYWOOD — (UPI)
he studied privately. During from the jazz scene. He would
see and established an insurCharacter actor Denver Pyle
where
he
his high school days he deve- seldom record. However, those
agency
here
ance
best works. Charlie Parker,
joins Jack Lemmon and Tony
worked until his death.
loped a big followering in the infrequent recordings would be
Great Race."
the king of Birdland, went to
mem- Crutis in "The
he
became
a
rock and roll field,
Recently
gobbled-up by jazz enthusiaCamarillo in the late 1940's
Church of God
ber
of
Temple
From 1945 to 1953 he served tists.
and returned to produce some
In the U.S. Army as a member
in Christ after resigning from of Chicago; his mother, Mrs.
The motivating factors.
of his most popular numbers.
Middle Baptist church where Elizabeth Stinnette of Philaof a special service band which which lead to Newborn reAlso others have returned
toured Southern States on re- moving himself from the jazz
he had held membership for a delphia, Pa.; three sisters, Mrs.
from the institution to full and long time. He had been a Gertie Porter, Mrs. Rubye Jean
cruiting drives. Later he play- scene are not known to the
productive years. Others have member of an Elk's lodge.
Waites of Philadelphia; and!
ed with a local rock and roll general public. The underlying
gone there and returned to
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mildred Gregory of Washband in the Memphis area, cause is best known by him
even sadder and tragic lives Mrs. Sadie T. Stinnette; three ington, D.C.; a brother, Anthe Tennessee State Colleg- and locked in that world he
which lead to ultimate de- sons, David E. Stinnette and drew Bridgeforth of Philadelians, Lionel Hampton a n d chose for himself. He has left
struction.
Steven A. Stinnette of Mem- phia; an aunt, Mrs. Cleo Stokes
Saunders King.
a lot to conjectures.
NATIONAL FAME
Other great musicians have
How Newborn will handle phis and William A. Stinnette, of Chicago; an uncle, Rufin
However, it was in 1952 gone to Camarillo and return- himself in and after Carnarillo Jr. of Chicago; and a daugh- Bridgeforth of Earle, Ark.;
ter„ Mrs. Mona Lisa Douglas nieecs, nephews and cousins.
when Newborn's opportunity ed to produce some of their remains to be seen.
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Enjoy real refreshment

(except the people who drink it)

•

WHENEVER YOU PAUSE..ENJOY THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES

1887. That's when Old Taylor Bourbon was born. Its taste
is still old fashioned. Smooth. Rich.Timeless.Yet the people
who drink Old Taylor 86 aren't old fashioned at all. They're
young, smart, discriminating. And tasteful. Have a sip of
Taylor 86 and you'll join them. •
,, Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey,86 Proof. The Old Taylor Dishaery Co., Frankfort 8, Louisville,"
Ky
.
'
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Miss Elaine Lee, assistant sec-I
ousted from the group's leaderretary; Miss Lelia Ann Abron. Hires
ship after he hired a Negro lawparliamentarian; Miss Delon,
ye- to represent him.
Jackson, chaplain; Carl C
John Roe, former treasurer
Maple, treasurer; Otis Maclo,.
of the group, was chosen presisergeant-at-arms; Mrs. Army,.
dent to succeed Miller.
S. Hughes and Miss Freddie
The board of directors susFoster, reporters; Miss Evelyn
L. Lewis, business manager: COLUMBUS, Ohio — William pended Miller on Aug. 20 when
Mall.
Misses Doris McGhee and Misses Catherine E. Ivy and F. Miller founder and presi- he charged NAAWP secretary
Mr. Diggs was president of Carol Ann Spight, Student Verna Royster, Student Coun- dent of the National Associa- Walter Huff punned a gun at
the freshmen class last school Council representatives; Jesse cil representatives: Miss Ger- tion for the Advancement of him. A Cincinnati court acquityear.
Wright, chairman, and Miss aldine Lynom, 'Miss UN C F' White People (NAAWP) was ted Huff.
Annie Ruth Jones, co-chair- contestant, and Jerry Johnson,
Others elected:
STARTS SAT., OCT. 10
SENIORS— Miss Gwendolyn man, yearbook committee; 'Miss UNCF' campaign manaFife, vice president; Miss Miss Patricia Townsel, 'Miss ger.
ONE BIG WEEK!
SOPHOMORES—Miss Mary
Juanita Gardner, secretary; UN C F' contestant, and Miss
Miss Vivian Williams, assistant Virginia Hill, 'Miss U N C F' Ella Dougherty, vice president;
manager.
campaign
secretary; Miss Maurrieta DeMiss Gwendolyn Seward, seclori; Downey, treasurer; Eddie JUNIORS — William Lam- retary; Miss Sara Baker, assiL. Rodman, chaplain; Troy bert, vice president; Miss stant secretary; Miss Sandra D.
Vaughn, sergeant - at - aims; Nealy -Williams, secretary; Taylor treasure; Charles Jackson, business manager; Miss
Mildred L. Hall, assistant busi.
ness manager; Miss Mae Allice
Brewer, chaplain: Albert J.
Morris. assistant chaplain;
Marion Brewer, James Sand.
ridge and Frank Patterson,
sergeants-at-aims; Misses Joy
Hughes and Betty Jean Johnson, Student Council representatives; Miss Lora Ann Greene,
reporter; Miss Bonnie Mae
Guinn, assistant reporter; Miss
Melvin L. Jones, 'Miss uNor
contestant; Mrs. Dorothy L.
Saulsberry and Miss Ernestine
Briggs, women's committee,
and Louis Harvey, Parliamentarian.
FRESHMEN—Charles Diggs,
vice president; Miss Jessie
Young, secretary; Miss Peggy
McKissack, assistant secretary;
Miss Doris Price, treasurer;
Miss Margaret Beddingfield,
chaplain; Wade Hardy, assistant chaplain; Misses Gloria
Terry and Daisy London, reRIIM
porters; Clarence Christian,
parliamentarian; Misses Dianne
Daniels and Georgia Hawkins,
Student Council representatives; Harold Beane, business
64111111PrIliSo.
C--1,
manager; Larry Braddock, sergeant - at - arms; Miss Maxine
Peoples, 'Miss UNCF' contestant, and Miss Essie Pollion, TECHNICOLOR
At)1'1,is ONLY
'Miss UNCF' campaign mana- Regular Admission 50e
ger.
IIIllIIIflhliiIltlHhIIlllItIIIllllIiItIlIlIIIIIIliIIIllIIIlflhI

LeMoyne Coeds Yield To Men;
!DOWN FRONT! Four Males Lead The Classes
• Left Side

'•••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••;

at Ka
hoar
left.

Four male students at LeMoyne have been elected class
A1TY. H. T. LOCKARD and
A FEW MORE DAYS and presidents although they are
0. W. Pickett, who have cothe Dogs will be gone. A local outnumbered almost five to
operated in past political camone by young ladies attending
paigns may find themselves s'ports columnist—and he does't the college.
:opponents in the Quarterly work for this newspaper—was
Votea into the top offices are
,Court race. This is Lochard's lucky enough to pick up several
Joseph E. Harris, senior, 1344
Daily Doubles, last week.
^4 first try for an elective office.
HE'S MOVING AGAIN — Austin; Robert L. Davis, junPickett has been on the battle„field many times and he wears Ernest Withers, Sr., is moving ior, 1220 Englewood; Roderick
his photography studio from Diggs Jr., sophomore, of 1014
many scars of defeat.
I Woodlawn, and Robert Miller,
"SHOULD OLD ACQUAINT- 340 Beak to 327 Beale. With- freshman, of 855-F LeMoyne
ers
has
moved
on
the
average
ANCES BE FORGOTTEN?”
Bandleader Louis Jordan and of once every year for the last
Atty. A. A. Latting don't think seven years, yet he has not
so. The two have been friends moved from Beale St.
MANY OF THE OLD
for many years. So Latting and
Jordan had a nice chat about BEALE STREETERS are still
old times when Jordan appear- mourning the death of Dr. W.
.
ed here last week for a show. 0. Speight, Sr.
A GROUP OF MINISTERS
gathered in the Matlock SubPost Office on Beale St. to listen to a recording of Moms
Mabley last week. Could be
that they were listening in
search of a punch-line for some
future sermon?
REV. CHARLES F. WILLIAMS, grand v,orshipful masMrs. Eva Walker was the ter of Masons for the
State of
guest speaker when the Lin- Tennessee
is expected to atcoln Elementary school Parent tend a Masonic meeting
in
Teachers Association met in Washington, D. C.
sometime
the school's cafterorium to in- soon.
stall the officers for the new
school year.
Mrs. Walker spoke about the
responsibility of a parent toward the child and gave highlights in numerous areas as to
what parents and teachers can
T. J. Toney, principal of
and should do to help boys
and girls become well-round- Geeter High schooi and presied citizens in a changing so- dent of the Tennessee Educat—
tion Congress, has returned
ciety.
New officers were installed home after having attended a
by Mrs. Maxine Draper, state workshop for stPte association
presidents in Washington, D.C.
president of the PTA.
They were Mrs. Georgia
The meeting was called by
Rook, president; Mrs. Edna Dr. Lyle W. Ashby, deputy
Warren, vice president; Mrs. executive secretary of the NaLeMOYNE CLASS
Pearl Hoover, secretary; Mrs. tional Education Association.
Class presidents at LeMoyne College this
C. R. Roberson, assistant secWhile there, Mr. Toney made
year are all men. Seated, left to right:
retary, and Mrs. Ruthie Davis, a tour of the NEA headquarttreasurer.
Robert Miller, freshman. and Roderick
ers with other state presidents.

Officers For
Lincoln PTA
Term Installed

Beeler Principal

Attends NEA Meet
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it is unlikely that you will experience in a lifetime
all that you will see in...Thr
EITY14.-1 HE

flICIMPHIASGERS

GEORGE PEPPARD ALAN LADD BOB CUMMINGS
MARTHA FIVER ELIZABETH ASHLEY LEY AYRES
MARTIN BALSAM R [PH TAEGER ARCHIE MOORE
...CARR011 BAKER.
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PRESIDENTS

Diggs, Jr., sophomore. Back row, left to
right: Robert I,. Davis, Junior, and Joseph
E. Harris, senior.
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SELECTION OF

1965 FORDS

•
FAIRLANE Th e
look is pew: bigger, distinctive. New standard Six
is 20% more powerful.

MUSTANG
New Fastback
2+2(below)hasjoined the Mustang
Hardtop and Convertible.

Extension Phones Add a Lot to Living
FORT)

Quietest, most elegant
ever built. New frame! New body!
New interior! America's biggest new
6-cylinder engine!
FALCON
New 170-cu.
in. Six with Cruise-O-Matic*
gives you 20 more horses ... up
*p 15% better gas mileage.

THUNDERBIRD New
rear turn signals flash one-twothree in sequence. Front disc
brakes. Come test-drive a '65!

•

CLOSE OUTS ON ALL 1964 MODELS
SAVINGS UP TO $800.
AU Neto—Ail.Ready for Immediate Delivery

aste
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ey're
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458-1151

Wherever You Spend a Lot of Time
How many steps in a day? A lot less —with extension phones where
you live most. Work most. Relax most. For unbelievable convenience

At Herff's Most Affordable Prices

HERFF FORD
—Open 'tit the Crowds Stop Coming-

(not to mention all the fun and pleasure) have an extension phone...
in color...and at modest cost. Just call your Telephone Business Office.
2450 Summer

Southern Bell

II,'

...Serving. You
•

Pap 4
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Bishop Golden Speaks
At Boston University

Ward Chapel Women Mother Of
ISO's
Raise $1,600 Sum Adv.
Salesman
For Macedonians
Dies In Tunica

"It is the responsibiilty of the world on the brink of diganized Christian religion to saster, people can no longer
become involved in man's close their eyes as they did
struggle Co r freedom," said when Mussolini, invaded Ethorganized Christian religion to iopia, and when Hitler began
Bishop Charles Golden of the ,his march across Europe.
Nashville-Carolina area of the ' BROTHERS OR ELSE
Methodist Church, at Boston; "The church," he continued,
University's annual school of "cannot be divorced frim the
Theology Matriculation Day mundane cares of the world.
ceremonies held Thursday at It must, "he said, "become inthe University's March Chapel. volved in every aspect of mae's
"The world today is a sick life.
world, a broken world in a! "We are disturbers, not prestate of crisis whose wounds servers of the status quo. We
could be healed through the should rock the boat of instituapplication of the true spirit tional as well as personal sin.
of the Christian gospel," the "Either we all are brothers,"
Negro spiritual leader declared. Bishop Golden concluded, "or
"We should bear witness in God is not our Father."
Washington, D.C., in Moscow, Bishop Golden, who was elected bishop of the Nashvillethe world over."
The Bishop stated that with Birmingham area in 1960, is an
alumnus of Boston University's
School of Theology.
OLDTIMER RETURNS
The traditional ceremony was
attended by the entire student
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — body of the School. President
Oldtimer Ramon Novarro re- Harold C. Case welcomed the
turns to MGM where he was students. Also participating was
once under contract for a Bishop James K. Matthews of
mall role in a segment of the Boston area Methodist
"Dr. Kildare."
church.

Baptist Woman
Leader To Speak

UNIFORMS

BISHOP GOLDEN IN BOSTON

Speaking at the annual Boston University
School of Theology Matriculation Day
ceremony was Bishop Charles Golden,
left, of the Nashville -Carolina area of the
Methodist church. Also participating were
President Harold Case of the university,
Bishop James Matthews of the Boston

area of the Methodist church, and Dr.
Paul S. Schilling, professor of systematic
theology at the School of Theology.
Bishop Golden, an alumnus of the school,
spoke on "The Christian Faith and Witness in a World of Revolution."

Hollywood Raises $140,000 To
Fight Anti-Rumford Proposal

'WHEN I CLEAN, I CLEAN'
Little Mona Mufolettn, 5, sweeps water from St. :ohn the
Evangelist Catholic Church, in Jeanerette, La., In one of
the first steps made in cleaning up the extensive damage
caused by Hurricane Hilda's trek through coastal Louisiana.
(UPI Telephotol

HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
More than a dozen stars from
the entertainment world, headed by Elizabeth Taylor and
Richard Burton raised more
than $140,000 in "The Night of
Stars" in the Hollywood Bowl.
"This money
will be used to ".
purchase television and radio
time as well as
newspa
per space to
urge a 'no' vote
on (the AntiRumfor6 Housing Act) Proposition 14 an(,
thereby uphold Miss Taylor
fair housing legislation In California," said actor Burt Lan
caster.
Lancaster was cochairman of
The Arts Division of Californians against Proposition 14,
which staged the show. The Arts

HOSPITALIZATION UP TO
10; LIFE INSURANCE TO
79;

r
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"-------Births
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Church News
Community Politics

YOUR NAME, ADDRESS

No4,1 o to\\

SPots

AND AGE. REPRESENTATIVE WILL CALL.

P.O.

BOX 4 7 5G CROSSTOWN
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sook ty ems

The women of Ward Chapel TUNICA, Miss.
— Funeral
AME church reported $1,600.49 services for Mrs. Semariland
during the special Woman's Noland Hewlett Hawkins of
Day at the church on Sunday, here have been set for 1 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 11 at St. Peter's
Sept. 27, and Mrs. Julia Pleas, AME
church. Interment will
the general chairman said the follow in the church's cemewomen are grateful and happy tery.
Mrs. Hawkins (mother of
about the support from the
Mrs. Angie Mitchell of 644
public.
Stephens Pl. in Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Sarah Garrett spoke for
who is an advertisement saleshe women at the morning man for the Tri State Defendservice. Rev. R. L. McRae is er) had been in failing health
about a year. She died in Tunipastor of the church.
ca County hospital at 820 a.m.
last Monday after a 14-day MRS. SEMARILAND NOLAN
illness.
H. HAWKINS
A native of Panola County,
of
Memphis,
Tenn.; Mrs. JimMiss., Mrs. Hawkins had lived
in Clarksdale, Miss. about 34 mie Boyle of Chicago, Ill., and
years before moving to Tuni- Mrs. Alberta Turner Ford of
Mrs. Marie I. Brooks, presi- ca last year. For many years Tunica; 14 grandchildren, 17
she had been very active in great-grandchildren and five
dent of the Tennessee Regular
church work and community great - great - grandchildren, a
Baptist Missionary and Educa- activities.
host of nieces, nephews, coutional Woman's Auxiliary, will
She was born in 1882 and is sins and other relatives.
be guest speaker' at the an- the last member of her immenual Woman's Day program at diate family of 14 children.
Her parents, natives of North
Macedonia Baptist church on Carolina,
were brought to
Usher lord, Eleeeemese.
Sunday, Oct. 11.
Mississippi during Civil War
Mather of Merck
days.
Miselenory,
Mrs. Brooks, a member of St.
Prayer Need
Peter Baptist church, will give Among survivors are her
Woe. Dave., Cotter',
the special talk at the church husband, F. D. Hawkins, three
Peelle, Sixes 5 Xo St
daughters, Mrs. Angie Mitchell
located at 1444 Austin at,
Wag.Shen and 54 Sleeves
The regular morning meshuts POlt
sage will be given by the pas- RICA RDO JOINS
Ass 01111AlliLATIOWS
or, Rev. L. M. Morganfield.
lowest
Priam Avolleble
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
MITE Kt USE CATALOf
Mrs. Lillian Harris is chair- Ricardo Montalban joins "The
man of the observance, and Man from U.N.C.L.E." in one SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 N
Mrs. Maggie L. Hobson in of his television episodes this
45 Wkitebell it, S.W.
Waskin en 7,0.C. Atlanta I, Ilenagle
charge of publicity.
fall.

STATION, MEMPHIS,
TEN N.

Figures
i Natl. Negio

Division is composed of 150 en.
tertainers.
Those appearing includes
Miss Taylor, Burton, Lancastei,
Nat (King) Cole, Milton Berle,

NEED
CASH:

A

C
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—Quick loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Th•r• Is a mason why
lik, to do business with us. You,
too, will fik• our courteous 'TOO10.51 and desir• to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturday' 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
.
Horn• Owned • Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W• lik• to say y•s to your
loan requ•st"
Examined and Sup•rsis•d by
th• Stot• O•partment of
insuranc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611

SAVE
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PLAYING
T.V. BINGO
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• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
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TAILORS
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Today and every day a complete coverage of
National and Local News about those things
of Interest and concern to all Americaos.
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AT YOUR FOOD STORE

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

lit
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.Age
ssell

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
I 1:00 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.

each time you buy 2 halt-gallons of

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
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MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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You are now reading
the newspaper most
people prefer for
information about the
American Negro.
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Tune in Channel 13 WHBQ every Monday
thru Friday and have fun playing T.V.
Bingo. There is a new game every week
and you get a FREE Bingo Card every
tini• you check out at Big Star. $50.00
will be added to the Jackpot every day
until there is a winner! T.V. Bingo Sponsors and their families are ineligible to
.play T.V. Bingo.

SI
MIDWEST MILK

)

•

Play Gray TV Bingo
Cards Thru Oct. 9, 1964

Each tim• there is a T.V. Bingo
Winner the first 20 Consolatio
n
Winners win 10,000
Free Quality Stamps each
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Socual Security

.BUSINESS

By LIZ WARD
A. L. FOSTEE
Hiram Walker Incorporated tory,
Executiv• Director. Cosmopolitan ...:hamber of Commerce (This is the beginning of a
distributors from all over the I The campaign was launched
flhlIllIIlllllHhllIlIiIItlIflhIIlIlItIlIlIIIIIiiiiniiiiIluiiiiIiliiii1iuI11111a11111Iiiiisiiiiiiiitillit11111111180111111 question-answer series by
U.S. met with Jack Musick, by Musick on Sept. 4, 1963 in
of African descent participat- Elizabeth M. Ward, Field RepThanks Good Friends
president of the firm, and H. a marathon series of long-disresentative of the Social SeWell, here I am back in the ed, I did not learn of it.
Clifford Hatch, president of tance conference telephone
salt mines where I shall re- I was fortunate, at the sug- urity District Office, 4791
the parent company, Hiram calls to ditributors diclosing
main until after the Cosmo- gestion of Lewis A. H. and South Parkway).
Walker-Gooderharn & Worts the choice of the plan as an
politan Chamber of Commerce Ruth Caldwell to stay in the Q. To settle a discussion we
Limited; to honor Ross Corbit, appropriate method of honorAnnual Membership Banquet, home of Mr. and Mrs. How- had at work please answer
one of the "first citizens" of ing Corbit, best known for his
Oct. 16. Then back to Mayo's. ard Naves who are so well these questions?
the alcoholic beverage indus- introduction of the Holiday
known
among
Chicagoans
and
Thanks to Lady-Boss AuI. When was the first Social
try.
,gift wrap to the liquor indusdrey Weaver, city editor, many who are active in civil rights Security law passed?
Nearly SOO persons. Includ- try.
movements.
Defender employes, even sev2 When were the first
ing Hiram Walker directors, The calls made up the largeral I have ,never met, and When they learned that
When were the first
executives and district man- est conference call hook-up
vice
presGeorge
Jones
a
is
chamber members sent get•
Social Security contributions
agers. were present at • din- ever handled out of Detroit.
of
the
Cosmopolitan
ident
well cards, encouraging lettcrs
paid?
ner given in the Continental The Michigan Bell Telephone
and telegrams by which I was Chamber and my personal
3. What is the most an emHotel for Corbit, who will re- Company, Western Electric at
an
eagerfriend,
they
showed
flattered to no end. Thanks,
ployee could have paid to Sotire this years as vice pres- Plymouth, Mich., and some
ness to make my stay pleasant. cial Security if he had maxgood friends.
ident of Hiram Walker-Good- 19 other Bell system companies
The Mayo Brothers Clinic It seems that Jones and the imum earnings since the Soerham & Worts Limited. He across the nation participated
s celebrating its 100th an- Naves were •neighbors wheii cial Security law was passed?
will continue as a director of in the arrangement and the
A. 1. The Social Security
ersary
which
provided Jones owned and operated
the company.
conference circuit extended
MEAT MAN MEETS MEAT MEN
many diversion3 of scientific Gateway House, in Rochester Act was signed into law AuThe dinner climaxed an even to non-Bell companies
Hilton E. Hanna (right) executive assistand cultural value. Hundreds after his discharge from the gust 14, 1935.
president, America Federation of State. unique fiscal year for Hiram serving Hiram Walker locaant, Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
of medical greats from various army in 1949 through 1951. 2. The first Social Security
County, and Municipal Employees; Mar- Incorporated. Designated by tions.
parts of the world were pres- Others also asked about Jones contributions were withheld
Butcher Workmen of North America. API.vin Brocksom president, Madison Federa- Musick as "Ross Corbit's Gold- Calls were made and receivwho
apparently
was
regarded
for wages earned from Jan. 1, CIO, is greeted by local labor leaders in
ent. If any Negroes or others
tion of Labor. AFL-CIO: Edward Bokina. en Year," it was a tribute un- ed an gold-plated telephones
as an outstanding resident.
937 on.
Madison. Wis.. where Hann addressed a
Another First
trustee. Madison Federation: and Francis phecedented in the liquor in- especially constructed to sym3. The most a wage earner
large labor rally. Welcoming committee is
The Naves took some of us out-of-towners to a meeting
Urschlitz, president, Anialgtimated Meat dustry and perhaps in the an- bolize the year and to serve
could have paid would have
nals of American business. as a reminder of its objectives.
(from left to right) Steve Clark, vice
Of the Minnesota Task Force where young people who had been $1,932,
Cutters
and Butcher Workmen. local 538.
figured as follows:
Sales goals for the year ded- "Hiram Walker distributors
participated in the Mississippi Summer Project, discussed their
2. The most a wage earner
icated to Corbit were set to responded by making it truly
experiences. The room was filled with young people who could have paid would have
make it the most successful 12 a Golden Year - the biggest
proved sincere and earnest as they launched a fund-raising been $1,932, figured as follows:
months in the company's his- in our hitory," Musick said.
button sales campaign. Previously they raised $24,000 from $390.
1950,
1
year
at
$45.,
45.
the sale of buttons.
1932 - 49. 13 years at $30.
The Naves also were responsible for introducing me to
$390.
George W. Gibbs, Jr., first Negro employe of IBM in RochesJames D. Price of 9430 S. promoted to manager of the
1950. I year at $45. 45.
ter, who in turn, had me to lunch at the plant together with
Calumet Ave., has been nam- Pershing Road office.
1951-53, 3 years at $54, 182.
several IBM officials. Gibbs is the major recruiter of Negro
ed manager of the 63rd Street
Active in civic affairs, Price
1954, 1 year at 272, 72
personnel and has done a cracker-jack job since he joined
neighborhood office, 846 W. has devoted considerable time
1955 - 56, 2 years at $84.
Many projects designed to
For further information
the staff Aug. 20, 1963. He, his wife, Joyce and daughter 168.
63rd St., of The Peoples Gas to both the Cancer Drive and help eliminate poverty have about these
programs, write
the Boy Scouts of America. He
Light and Coke Ccmpany.
1957 - 58, 2 years at 94.50.
Leilani, born in Honolulu, were the first Negro family to
the
been listed in a paper issued
Office of Economic oppor189,
Akin the IBM community.
Price, who previously man- ice moniker of the Windy City recently by the Office of Ec- tunity, Washington, D. C.
1959, 1 year at $120, 120.
aged the company's Pershing Golf Club and the Cosmopoli- onomic Opportunity as illustra, 20506.
11. Gibbs has had an interesting career. Born in Jackson1960 - 61. 2 years at $144,
Road neighborhood office, re- tan Chamber of Commerce. (ions of the kind of efforts a
ville, Fla., but reared chiefly in New York, he served in the
288.
places Jerome J. Creak, who lie and his wife, Charlie Rae, local Community Action plan
United States Navy for 24 years, rising from mess atten1962. 1 year at $150, 150
has
been made a circulating have three grown children.
might include,
dant to chief steward to a cost-accountant (responsible for
1963 - 64. 2 years at $174.
manager of the utility.
Among these are:
Inventorising all items of $100 or more).
34$.
Price has been with Peoples
Projects to develop new job
He was assistant to the lending chiefs of the public works
$1,932
Gas since May, 1934, when he
opportunities:
special and remadministration, graduated from the recruit procurement perFew workers have earned
JAMES D. PRICE
first was employed as a janedial education courses, acasonnelmen's school and was sent to Buffalo as a recruiter for the maximum each year since
itor.
demic counseling, after-school HAMPTON INSTITUTE, Vs.
the navy in 1958. He was commended for outstanding re- Jan. 1, 1937. If you have furSince that time he has been
week-end, and summer tutor- -(UPI)- Dr. Hugh.M. Glos.
I
ther
questions,
telephone
548cruiting by his Commanding Officer as'the head of his owhi
ing and study centers; pro- ter, acting dean of faculty, ansuccessively a meter reader,
1622.
sub station.
grams for pre-school children; nounced six administrative apcustomer interviewer, a prinQ. How can I find out if any
programs to reduce adult illi- pointments and 35 faculty apcipal clerk, an appliance salesNegro College Fund
Social Security is being creditteracy; programs to educate pointments.
man and an assistant manager.
He then served on a guided ,a. statement in the IBM hand- ed to my account?
migrant families and provide
]ti November. 1963, he was
A. Telephone 548-1622 and
The administrative appoinmissile cruiser in Boston Gibb's11:)ok on "Negro Education
them with better housing and
Dor
ask
as
us
to
mail
follows:
you
"IBM
a
tees are:
has
form
OACmost exciting experience wat'LIPsanitation;
and
other
projects.
a tradition of support to pro- 7004. When you receive the
0E0 points out that Corn. Thomas H. Buckley, assistant
as a member of the crew of Ad- !vide increased educational ad- form, fill it out and mail
it. The nation's family farmer,.
munity Action Programs will director of public relations and
miral Byrd on his trip to the Ivantages for Negro students, In a few days the amount of
will realize over $300,000 in
vary according to the needs Instructor in journalism; Mrs.
South Pole. This story was so long deprived of equal op- wages credited to your Account
of the people in different parts Beatrice R. Bussek, director,
teeincome
from
additional
will
be
,Hp
n
initialrtunity..
mailed to you. The last
testing bureau and insturctor
..arried in the Defender upon
of the nation.
supporter of the three years will be broken reational enterprises financed
The Dearborn Real Estate
Tlyrd's and Gibbs
's return to
Other new programs au- in psychology; Dr. Allen C.
down
Farm•United
Negro
separately
through
College
so
fiscal
year
Fund,
that you last
',.he U.S.
Board begins its annual memthorized are: A Job Corps for Hancock, director, division of
over the years, IBM has reg- may compare the amounts
young men 16 to 21 years of graduate studies and associate
At lunch with Gibbs and wady increased its grants to with your wage statements or ers Home Adminitration, Sec- bership drive Oct. 1, with Lehage; work training programs professor of education; Dr.
this columnist were A. W. the Fund and the National income tax return. Remember, retary of Agriculture Orville L.,man E. Parrish, 2nd vice ores!ident serving as chairman.
for young men and women; Thomas M. Law, chairman, delant to the Office of General Scholarship Service and Fund the most that should reported Freeman said.
loans up to $2,500 to assist low partment of vocational educadbinager, Joe Cunningham and for Negro Students. In addi- 'n the last three years is $4,I The organization started its
T h e Agriculture Depart- '11411 and winter program with
income farmers in improving tion and professor of education
ssell Gangsted. Later I met tion, it has made five-year 800.
ment's credit agency advanc- a meeting at the Urbanite
their operations: and loans UP and business; Whitney L. SeHarold E. Kamm, manager, commitments to six colleges
to $25,000 to help needy people vin, chairman, department of
Plant and Laboratory Educe- and universities with predomed $7,752,000 in loans to indhLounge, featuring Mrs. Marian
Half Million Get
start
small business enter- art and lecturer in art: and
MetroChicago
r
ph
y
of
u
ion and Art Becker, general inantly Negro student bodies.
IM
of
groups
vidual farmers and
Alexander Strawn, coorc/inatgr,
prises.
as
Company
Assurance
Ipolitan
manager of the vast IBM com- We are underwriting 30 sup- Hourly Pay Boost
rural residents to finance farm
student activities and assistant
dinner speaker'
plex, which consists of ap- plementary scholarship grants On Sept. 3, more than half
recreation en- •
proximately $660,000 square for Negro students and have a million workers began re- and community
Mrs. Murphy stressed the
Long Walk
;eet of floor space and covers established an IBM faculty ceiving a boost in pay as a re- terprises.
importance of maintaining inIf you were determined to see
sult
of
the
increased
minimum
real
100 acres,
departments
in
surance
loans
'
total
Sharing in the
fellowship program among
everything in the Louvre, you
wage under the Fair Labor
It was Kamm who pointed to private Negro institutions.
were 160 individual estate offices.
advanced
would have to walk nine miles.
Standards Act as administered
Parrish presented a report
Brilliant Archie Holmes
WASHINGTON - Dr. Victhrough the U. S. Department family farmers and 63 non- on the recent NAREB (National
Tag Brilliant Amide Hohnes
12 pt
formed
by
of Labor.
profit associations
'Real Estate Brokers) conven- or H. Berry, a graduate of the
Kamm's assistant is a brilliant young Negro, Archie
The increased minimum af- farmers and rural residents to tion in Philadelphia which re- Tuskegee Institute School of
WASHINGTON, D. C. Holmes, who holds bachelor and master degrees in educa- fects workers in employment
finance large scale communi- turned four local officers to the Veterinary Medicine, has been Partly because of cool weather,
tion from the University of Minnesota and is working toward brought under coverage of the
to
Appointed
such
as
projects,
body.
recreation
national
ty
named staff officer of the more than half a million fewer
his doctorate degree. Holmes was born in Arkansas and Act by the 1961 amendments
swimming pools, picnic and the board of directors were labels and standards section persons were at Work on farms
taught school for 10 years in a small anti-white community which included large retail
president,
Travis,
Dempsey
of
the U. S. Department of during the survey week of
grounds. and small'
In Minnesota. For two years Ize served as First Lieutenant of stores. About 585,000 of the 3.8 aamping
i United Mortgage Brokers of Agriculture's Meat Inspection August 23-29 than during the
Million workers entitled to the golf courses.
America; Lehman Parrih, re- Division.
Infantry of an all-white national guard outfit.
corresponding week a year ago,
new minimum wage .of $1.15
I met Gibbs and Holmes in person. With the exception an hour were being paid less The loans, most of which gional vice president, District 9
Dr. Berry was promoted to the U. S. Department of AgriJohnson,
Albert
H.
NREB•
of
of John W. Prichett, chemist with a Master's degree, form- than that amount.
this position from St. Paul, culture estimates. Altogether,
were made by private invespresident of DREB and El- Minn., where he
erly with Honeywell, I held telephone interviews with Willhad served 7,159,000 persons were engaged
The raise in pay for these tors but insured by Farmers more Baker.
were
Administration,
since 1962 as circuit supervisor in farm work in August.
tiam A. Washington and James L. White, electrical engineers, workers will increase their an. Home
was re-elected of meat inspection work in that Thus was seven per cent or
iude Thomas, William A. Jones and Mrs, Jerry Mitchell. nual income by about $114.9 made to farmers and groups Ripley Meade
area. He succeeds Dr. J. D. 525,000 fewer than last year.
of ?oral residents in 26 States. secretary.
... had lunch with Virgil Ghant the youngest and most re- million.
Hatton who has been advanc- Some 291,000 or more than half
cently employed.
We pick up any stray or
ed to the plants and equipment of the drop took place in the
Washington, born in Longbeach, N. J., studied engineerSouth where cool weather
section.
unwonted animals
ing at Howard University where, in 1961, he received the
The new staff officer was slowed cotton maturity, reAnimal Welfare League
degree of BSEE. His previous job was with Lockhead Sunborn in Wichita, Kans. He tarding the harvest.
Call NOrmal 7-0089
nyvale. He and his wife, Francis, have a son.
came to work for the Depart- In addition to weather, use
of
the
mechanical
cotton
pickment's
Meat
Inspection service
Rapid Advance
in Milwaukee, Wis., in 1855/ er also contributed to the deJames L. White, also a How- Sigma Kappa fraternity. He
Top Quality! Preferred drat aid drossy
five
years
later
he was trans- cline. It is estimated that nearing because it's weerard graduate, is regarded high_ and his wife, Pearl, have, a
ly 75 percent of the 14,945,relined to gusranteed
ferred
to
Chicago.
son,
Miogelle,
and
a
daughter,
000
hospital quality I Rebale crop will be maisr by his employers and it is
Dr, Berry is married. He and chine
leannine. Thomas received a
lieves pain and itching of
harvested. As a result of
predicted that he as is true of promotion after
minor burnt, chafe and
Mrs.
Berry have a nine-year- advances in
being with
technology, farm
skin injuries. Switch to
the others, will advance rapid- IBM less than a.year.
old daughter.
WHITI
employment has been decreasWI°soling, 1000 uses.
Yy. White, married, has one Jones is a New Yorker by
Only 175--or set ever
ing over the years.
as much tot 270.
twice
child,
birth: His wife, Janet, was born
Thomas will be remembered in virginia. He attended the
fn Chicagoland for he was born Spring 'Garden Institute of
In Robbins, Ill., the son of Technology and Drexel InstiClaude Thomas. He graduated tute Evening College. He has
from Dwight D. Eisenhower a degree in mechanical techGeorge H. Applegate, Jr,.
High in Blue Island and won nology. He is an electro-indus.
chairman of the Indiana Harthe degree BSEE at the 1111- trial designer and has workbor division of the East Chica•
nois Institute of Technology. ed with both Remington Rand
go Torch Drive, serves as ar
His first job was with West- and the Raymond Rosen Eninterested Viewer for a youna
graving Co.
em Electric.
acrobat at the Katherine
Ai He is a member of Kappa
House Day Nursery, a beneficiRECEIVE 'ELK OF THE YEAR' AWARDS
ge.M. Employee
Elk
annual
ary of the Torch Drive.
Elkdom were awarded at the
Joseph "Scoop" Jones, (left) and NorThe first Negro woman to be employed in the IBM
Convention held in Miami. The Seagram
Applegate
toured
Toscb
man W. Powell, (third from left), present
Rochester plant is Jerry Mitchell who has been assigned to
Vanguard Society Is a non-wont organi- Drive atm/ides following his
Seagram Vanguard Society "Elk of the
a clerical position in the Engineering Department. Mrs. Mitzation which gives recognition to outstandappointment by Richard L
Year" awards to Bernard Creswell, of
chell grew up in Canton, Ohio where I spent two years with
ing men and women in the fields of athJones, general chairman.
Lighthouse Lodge No. 9, Atlantis City,
the Canton Urban League. She finished McKinley High in
letics, fraternal affairs, education and the
The nursery serves youngand Bertha Bragg, of Columbia. Temple
Canton and later studied nursing for two yeers. She gained
arts and sciences.
sters whose mothers mus I
trophies.
The
D.C.
Washington,
22,
,No.
Sugardale
Provision
clerical experience with the
Company.
work to support their families
contributions to
Mrs. Mitchell's husband, Gerald, is a physical therapist with. presented for outstanding
St. Mary's Hospital, a clinic affiliate with Mayo Brothers.
been conducting a pilot projMitchell attended Baldwin-Waliade just outside Cleveland.
ect in the development of a
curriculum in agnbusinee eduMrs. Mitchell is a native New Yorker,
calion.
Ghent will work on the assembly line on wiring gates.
After the current year, the
He was born in Jackson, Mich. and attended Jackson Junior
FOOT
State may establish such trainCollege. Ghent, K. R. Jeffers, white general agent with the
REMEDY
ing in many of its rural high
Franklin Life Insurance Company and I had coffee (or rather
schools.
Of COURSE Ow did, as is
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Key To Congo Peace
A delegation composed of repof five African
countries, called on the United
States to withdraw all its military supplies, equipment and
men from the Congo.
The delegation represents Africa's Congo Conciliation Commission which has been authorized to plead with President
Johnson for American withdrawal of military support for
Premier Moise Tshombe. It is believed that this step is necessary
before peace could be restored
in the troubled Congo.
At present the United States
has approximately 35 military
aircraft in the Congo and a contingent of 110 paratroops listed
as "guards" for the planes.
There have been reports that
Tshombe had antagonized the
commiision by first pledging cooperation in helping the body to
reach the rebels in the Congo and
then by reaffirming his opposition to having to meet the rebels
at all.
Many of Tshombe's successes
against the rebels in recent
weeks have been attributed to
American military assistance.
The commission which had been
meeting in closed session for six
days in an attempt to find a
means of ending the current rebellion in the Congo had listened
attentively to four powerful rebel leaders whose spokesman Louresentatives

is Pakasa, was described as commander- in-chief of the "National Liberation Army."
The rebels concentrated in the
northern and eastern interior of
the country are said to control
one-sixth of the Congo, which is
nearly four times the size of
Texas.
The commission had decided
to send a special delegation to
see President Johnson because,
"we find that while the Congo
still is supplied with materials
of destruction, the peace to make
in the Congo cannot be made.
"We are trying to persuade
our friends and those interested
in the Congo to refrain from supplying war materials to the Congolese."
The five members of the special delegation are from Kenya,
Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria and the
United Arab Republic.
A similar delegation may be
sent at a later date to Communist China, accused by Mr.
Tshombe of supplying the Congolese rebels with money and
arms.
These steps may be timely and
wise. We cannot be dissuaded
from the view that Moise Tshombe is the fly in the ointment. And
until and unless the fly is removed, the Congo republic will
continue to be one big African
mess.

Notwithstanding
by Thaddeus T. Stokes
GOODBYE AND GOOD LUCK

One can soon become attached to a city, its people, a cause
to familiar surroundings. One
grows accustomed to the comfort
offered by old shoes, the invitation for relaxation extended by
a favorite chair, the serenity
found in a particular pipe, the
happy moments shared with
family and friends.
One can also become attached
to a job, his fellow workers, and
the product produced by their
cooperative efforts.
One can become attached to
a city — its heart-beat, its progress, its potential, its sorrow
and its joy.
I have become so attached to
Memphis.
When I came to Memphis May
19, 1957, I came here as a stranger. I did not find the southern
hospitality that I heard so much
about. I found an aloofness tempered with cordiality.
When I came here racial segregation in all public and private
places was still the order of the
day. Police brutality was rampant. Public office-seekers would
boldly declare before Negro
electorates, "I'm a segregationist." Schools, libraries and buses
were segregated as well as parks,
art galleries, tennis courts, restaurants, golf courses, theatres,
etc.
Negroes were not appointed to
public offices. Negroes had not
won an elective office. Negroes
were not even given the courtesy titles of Mr. and Mrs.
Memphis had not experienced
"sit-ins"

The city had not began to flex
its gigantic muscles.
Memphis has changed tremendously for the better since
that day in 1957 when I first set
foot upon its soil.
In some small way I would
like to fancy that I contributed
to the progress that Memphis
has made in the last seven years.
Now I come to the end of my
sojourn in Memphis. I am richer
for having lived here.
However, it is with a bit of dejection I leave before completion
of several proposed projects in
which I have a deep interest:
the enlargement of the Goodwill
Homes For Children of which I
am a member of its board of directors; the expansion of Orange
Mound Day Nursery of which I
am also a board member;. the
capital improvement of the Abe
Scharff Branch YMCA,of which
I am a board member; the rejuvenation of the Memphis chapter
of the Frontiers International
Service club, of which I am vice
president.
I also had hoped that the Russell Autress Post of American
Legion would have obtained a
"Hut."
Nevertheless, these projects
as well as others with which I
have worked will be completed.
In the meantime, I will be adjusting myself to new surrounding — listening to the heartbeat of another city.
I will miss the many faithful
readers and critics of this
column.
Goodbye and good luck — notwithstanding.
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By HARRY GOLDEN

Captives Of Racism
Sen.

William Fulbright is not
the only brilliant mind whose
political career has been hampered by the race issue. You can
multiply William Fulbright by
ten and begin to get the idea of
how extensive a tragedy this is
in 20th century America.
Has anyone ever bothered to
recall the speeches Sen. John
Stennis of Mississippi delivered
when he was a judge trying to
bring Mississippi into the modern world? Who cares about a
brilliant speech by Judge Stennis on the great worth of the
United Nations?
Who cares that political reporters have adjudged him one
of the best Senators? Certainly
no one in Mississippi. The Senator is trapped. He knows the
moment he stops hollering "nigger!" he is done for, politically.
One of the best legislators and
best minds to come out of the
South in recent years was a Congressman named Frank E. Smith.
He is a man whose fame should
be nationwide, an American
other Americans can admire.
The Kennedys from Boston are
among the smartest politicians
ever to grace the American scene
and they recognized the worth
of this Smith almost immediately.
Congressman Smith was one
of John F. Kennedy's closest
friends and advisers. In fact, he
put JFK straight on a few things,
particularly the Tennessee Valley Authority. Young Congressman Kennedy was looking for
an issue and so he made a speech
about how cheap public power
was luring textile firms from
Massachusetts into the South.
Congressman Smith liked JFK;
he saw the possibilities in that
agile, brilliant mind so he sent
Kennedy a little memo about
the importance of doing more
research on public power.

Mr. Kennedy was no man to
shun such advice (which was his
greatness). Frank Smith has h181
published a book, "Congressman
from Mississippi" which tells his
story.

I remember when Commentary Magazine called me a phony
liberal because they said I love
the South and how can you be
liberal and love the South? I
love the South because I know
about the Frank E. Smiths who
populate it and who try to bring
in the new attitudes, the fresh
air that will blow down the
closed society.
The racists in collusion with
Gov. Boss Barnett gerrymandered Frank E. Smith's district.
They did a good Job on him. It
should seem strange to people
that a highly competent man
was put out of public office because he told his constituents,
"The tine has come."
DO YOU WANT YOUR
BROTHER TO MARRY
A NEGRO?
How is it that segregationists
never ask, "Do you want your
brother to marry a Negro?"
The fear among Southerners
of mixed-marriage is utter nonsense. The prospects some whites
may marry Negroes has nothing
to do with the colored man's
rights to move about freely, to
compete with his skills in the
employment market on a fair
basis, to vote, and to participate
in all public facilities.
Now if someone asks you the
question,"Do you want your sister to marry a Negro," there are
several good answers. One answer is, "My sister can always
say No," another answer is, "I
don't have a sister," and a third
is: "My sister is 43-years-old
and I would be very happy if
she got married."
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How Long, Lord?
We took a trip to the lovely
Stamford, Connecticut home of
the Jackie Robinsons a couple
of Sundays ago. There, with

hundreds of people from all over
the Eastern Seaboard, we enjoyed a choice and unusual jazz
concert which lasted for seven

Last Christmas, through the
good offices and courtesy of
writer Lancelot Evans and the
genial, efficient Keith Johnson,
Consul to the Jamaican Government, we were guests of Jamaica for a thrilling ten day holiday.
Aside from the bileath-taking
beauty of this multi-racial country and the friendly warmth of
its people, we enjoyed being in
Jamaica so much because of the
atmosphere of freedom and purpose which exists there.
In the brief time Jamaica has
been enjoying its independence
from British domination, this na
lion has made long strides in
achieving economic stabilization,
sophisticated selfrule and cooperation with its fellow-members
In the United Nations.
The present Prime Minister,
Sir Alexander Bustamante, is a
strong and resourceful leader
whose popularity with his people is a heartening thing to observe. In the tradition of all wise
leaders, the Prime Minister has
surrounded himself with aides
of high calibre and ability. The
government's
representative,
here in New York, Keith Johnson, for instance, is the type of
diplomatic official who earns
respect for himself and for the

dignity of the country he represents.
Outstanding in the hierarchy
of Jamaican officialdom is young,
vibrantly energetic Sen. Hugh
Shearer, the Prime Minister's
second in command. Sir Bustamante has made it no secret that
he regards Hugh as his political
heir.

S.

During last year's trip. Hugh
was our official host and left no
stone unturned to demonstrate
that we were welcome. We have
become warm, personal friends.
Hugh is a man to watch in the
progress of world affairs.
As we write this column, we
are on our way back to Jamaica
on a brief business trip. We shall
enjoy the radiant weather, the
genuine hospitality awaiting us.
Most of all, we shall experience
once again a sense of pride in
being in the center of an integrated society of people, operating under the firm and knowledgeable hands of men of color.
They are proving, in Jamaica,
that the integrated society can
work and that all men need to
become strong is to become free.
Jamaica is a living proof of
that. If you want to breathe
freedom, you ought to plan to
take a trip there some day soon.
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More Than Usual
WASHINGTON — The Congress now drawing to a close may
well be recorded as one of the
most productive in modern
times, barring only those that
sat during the majoring wars.
Tax cut and civil rights legislation, of course, head the list,
but the legislators have worked
long and diligently to accomplish
many advances in government,
including a lot of ground work
on matters that will be carried
forward in future sessions of
Congress.
Admirers of President Johnson are giving him credit for getting through much that has been
done. Johnson's long legislative
experience and the many friends
he has made on Capitol Hill
made his personal activities in
this area a "natural."
However, the groundwork laid

hours. Stars of the first rank
were on hand to donate their
services for the cause being promoted.
roceeds of the concert will
go into a fund to build a Memorial Community Center in Meridian, Mississippi. This center is
to be named in honor of the
Goodman, Chaney, Schwerner
heroes who were slain in Mississippi.
Patrons of this unique concert gladly paid ten dollars a
piece to swell this fund. Even
some of the entertainers not content with giving their free services, made donations. Refreshments, sold by youngsters, including Jackie and Rae's twelveyear-old David and fourteenyear-old Sharon, were donated
by various companies.
"Isn't this wonderful'" a lady
said to me as we stood on a grassy incline overlooking the RobinsOns's pretty lawn. It was a

P

by the late President Kennedy's
administration has also played
an important role. His admirers
— and they are legion on Capitol Hill as elsewhere—point out
that virtually everything that
has passed through Congress had
its origins, and much of the basic work, during Kennedy's three
years in the White House.
Some are uncharitable enough
to emphasize that Johnson has
been successful in only one legislative effort that can be labeled
mostly his own — the anti-poverty program.
One can confidently predict
that the accomplishments of the
Congress will play an important
role in the Johnson election campaign. He and his top political
aides will bear down hard on the
argument that he should be
elected if the voters want to "get
things done"

sight to see — the couples sitting
on chairs, sitting on the lawn,the
musicians doing their chores
from a specially constructed
stage — and, in back of it — a
beautiful lake.
The lady was smiling — but
her smile faded as she voiced
an anxiety.
"I heard a rumor," she said
"I heard that, after we build
this center, they may burn it
down to the ground. What do we
do then?"
Before I could answer, she replied to her own question. "I
guess we'd just build it baclagain."
A great spirit. But it make•
you sad to know we live in r
world where there are peopl
uncivilized enough to have n
compunction about seeking tA
murder men and even the monu
ments built to the men they mur•
der.
How long, Lord. Better still —
how long, America?
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Bethel A.M.E. Church observed their annual Woman's Day
on Sept. 27. The morning worship services were conducted
by the pastor, Rev. S. J. Holly,
with music by the Women's
Chorus.
At 3 p.m. Mrs. Ola Johnson
Of Salem Baptist Church was
guest speaker.
Mrs. Bertha Collins served as
general chairman; Rev. S. J.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The govern- earlier this week in a brief in the
other case,
Holly, pastor.
ment said there is no legal ground for a de•••
cision by a federal court in Alabama that which involved the Heart of Atlanta Motel.
Revival services were held found the Civil Rights Law's
But in the brief the government challengpublic accommoat Prospect C.M.E. Church last dation
ed the right of the U.S. District Court to even
section unconstitutional.
week. The pastor Rev. J. D.
consider the suit filed by 011ie McClung Sr.,
In a brief submitted to the U.S. Supreme
Darnell was the evangelist and
and 011ie McClung Jr., owners of the restaufive converts were added to Court, the Justice Department argued that the
the church.
suit brought by the owners of 011ie's BarbeThe McClung, suit charged that the Civil
Mr. and Mrs. James Givens cue in Birmingham. Ala., sought to enjoin acRights Law was unconstitutional because it
and family and Mr. and Mrs. tion which had not been threatened.
would permit someone to obtain an injuncMose Givens and family were
The Supreme Court is expected to hear tion prohibiting racial discrimination in their
recent visitors with their aunt,
oral arguments on a government appeal in restaurant.
Mrs. Bessie Smith at 408 S.
The government said the suit was preLiberty lit and a sister, Mrs. the case Monday, immediately after similar
Ester Churchill, at 132 Davis arguments in another case in which the law mature because no complaint had been filed
was upheld.
Street.
against the restaurant owners and the law did
Women's Day was held at Mt
Part of the government's argument in the not call for criminal or civil penalties if such
4 ENTER U.S. ARMY NURSE CORPS
Pleasant C.M.E. Church on last brief was similar to its arguments presented action was taken.
Four students at A&T College were commissioned into
ROTC Detachment at the college, administers the oath, Sunday. Mrs, Dorthy Young
of Jackson, was the guest
the U. S. Army Nurse Corps. The students, all juniors in t
as Capt. Ruth M. Letnire, Charlotte, N. C., Army Nurse
the A&T School of Nursing, taking the oath are, from
Coordinator for North Carolina, looks on from tight. The speaker at 3 p.m. Mrs. J. L.
left to right; Barbara Hyatt. Bailin, N. C.; Bernice Mitgirls will earn better titan $250 per month, plus paid tu- Martin was general chairman
Rev. F. L. Green, pastor.
chell, Greensboro. N. C.; Elizabeth WarPiell, Sanford.
ition and other expenses, during their remaining twoServices for Mrs. Lizzie
N. C.. and Rosa Ward, Bethel, N. C. Lt. Col. William Goode
years in college.
Parks of 179 Ward Alley were
professor of military science and commander of the Army
held at Antioch Baptist Church
with Rev. Charlie Murphy of
Dinner was also served.
GOODMAN
Annie Mae Simmons: two neje ting.
By
• ••
The Rev. Mrs. V. S. Redd
sons. James Cole and Andrew
JOHNSON CITY
1PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
is pastor.
Youth Day was observed at
Cole: 17 grandchildren: 25
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Funeral services for the late
Reedy Creek Baptist Church.
Prof. and Mrs. Harold ThomCol. Robert A. Bryant, re- as have returned from State- Deacon Johnnie Pickens, 61, great-grandchildren; and other The Rev. L. Oglesby was the
relatives.
tired chaplain of the United ville and Cleveland, NC., to were held at Goodman Baptist
speaker. Music was by Wingo
Mrs. Bessie Smith of 408 S. Junior Choir.
States Army, occupied the resume school duties. Mrs. G. Church Monday, Sept. 21.
Raulene Hunt is
Liberty Street was a recent
pulpit of Thankful Baptist R. Shears has returned from
Eulogy' was by Rev. F. L.
president; Opal Coleman, secvisitors
with
her
sisters
a
n
d
Church on the morning of, Washington, D.C. to resume Gray, pastor.
retary, Roger Bingham, advibrothers in Memphis, Tenn.
Sept. 20.
sor.
school duties.
Mr. Pickens is survived by
He also occupied the pulpit
Mrs. Walter Hayes of Grand
The Langston High School his wife, a sister. two brothers, Services for Mr. Harvey Em
of Friendship Baptist Church football team of this city de- and other relatives. Burial was erson were held at Home Bap- Rapids, Mich. was recent
tist
Church
with
Rev. T. guest in the home of aunts.
on the night of Sept. 20.
feated the Bland High School In Hill Crest Cemetery. ConGrimes officiating. Burial was Mrs. Berta Curry and Mrs
Mrs. Willie Young has re- team of Big Stone Gap, Va. in tral Funeral Home was in
in
Mt.
Olivet
Cemetery
with Bessie Smith.
turned from Flint, Mich., a game played here in the charge of arrangements.
Ford Funeral Home in Charge.
Women's Day was observed
where she spent
1 days Memorial Staduim on the
Mrs. Elmiria Young of Wa• ••
at Union Hill CME Church.
with her daughter, Mrs Hazel night of Sept. 24, 32-0. The terloo, Iowa, aunt of Mrs.
Funeral for Mr. Sam Trotter The guest speaker at 3 p.m.
game was sponsored by the Pickens', and a sister,
Copeny, and family.
Sally of 256 Gen
A KISS FOR 'MY MOM, THE COMMISSIONER'
St. was held in Mrs. Georgia Kelly Wisdom of
,dok Mrs. Mamie Blanding, from Pro-to-Club.
Scott of Hot Springs, Ark., the
chapel of Stephenson-Shaw Liberty C.M.E. Church was
Mrs. Frankle M. Freeman (right) Is about
Rights. Mrs. Freem4n was formerly associI.Detroit, Mich., has spent a few
were home for the funeral.
Funeral Home with Rev. C. F. presented
by Mrs. Helen
to receive a kis from her daughter, Mrs.
ate general counsel of the St. Louis Housdays with her parents, Mr. and
Rev. E. Y. Nash of !Conlin...Odom and Rev. R. J. Page of- Owens, Rev, T. M. Davis is
STARK VILLE
Shelbe Patricia Jackson, In Washington
ing and Land Clearance Authorities. (UPI
Mrs. William Davis.
ko was the guest minister at ficiating. Burial was in Elm- pastor.
By LEANDY MOORE
D. C., after the fornaer was sworn in as a
Telephoto)
William Malone of ChattaGoodman Baptist Church the wood Cemetery. Survivors in
member of the E. S. Commission on Civil
nooga, Tenn., district manag- Mrs. Lela Robinson Kenne- fourth Sunday.
elude
two
brothers,
John
W.
er of the Chattanooga district dy of Chicago was in our city
That afternoon the ushers Trotter and Nathaniel Trotter;
Missionary Baptist Church at
of the bride.
BESSEMER
of North Carolina Mutual In- last week visiting in the home sponsored their annual Ushers nieces, Mrs. Daisy Trotter
• ••
Red Bay, Ala. All of the
By G. W. IVEY
surance Co., was here in the of her nephew and niece, Mr. Day program.
Shaw
and
Mrs.
Hazelle
Simand Mrs. W. B. Robinson. Mrs.
At 3204 Fairfax Ave., East Miss Doris Holder and Jesse churches made their report at
interest of the company.
mons; and other relatives.
Kennedy was in the state due
Bessemer, Ala., the Rev. J. F. Morris Jr. were united in mar- the rally.
Leroy Beason of Flint, Mich. to the illness of
Funeral
services
for
Mrs.
one of her
Bryant, pastor of the Old St. riage at the St. John IndeThe Prayer Band held its
has visited his sister, Mrs. sisters in
Georgia McVeigh were held at
JACKSON
Ackerman, Miss.
Paul Baptist Church, solemn- pendent Methodist Church, Monday night meeting at the
Leona Simmons, and family
Bemoan
By
C.
A.
Baptist
AGNEW
Church,
SunMrs. James Mabry and chilized the wedding of Miss Doris 25th and St. Parnell Ave. home of Mrs. Victoria Bostice.
home by his son, Rickie.
Men's Day was observed at day, Sept. 27, at 1 p.m., with Arrington and Robert
dren of Memphis, Tenn. are
Hines South Bessemer, Sunday, Sept The Bible class was taught by
the
Rev.
A.
Cane
L.
Creek
Baptist
Church.
Campbell
offi•• •
visiting her mother, Mrs. Josie
27, at 7 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 20, at 7 p.m,
Mother Jones.
Mrs. Annie Wise, from Co- Franklin, at
ciating.
HAYING INFORMATION
Prof.
Roberson
A▪ N VON E
of
Selmer.
313 N. Jackson
The bride is !ha daughter of
The wedding was followed The guest speaker was Rev. concerning family of Clifton Anderlumbia. S.C., visited her sister,
Tenn.
was
guest
speaker
at
2
Burial
was
in
son of Hattiesburg. Miss., has 3
Mt.
Olivet
St.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Arrington. by a lavish reception at the Sam Jones of Corinth.
brothers
Will.
Bob & Pete expired about
p.m. G. M. Swink is general Cemetery. Mrs. McVeigh was
Mrs. Charles Douglas, and
The bridegroom is the son of home of the bride. The bride
20 yrs. ago, leaving a son, Eugene AnElijah Harris of the Barry chairman; Rev. A. E. Freeman
family here.
Loyal member of Berean. Mr. . and Mrs. .Robert Earl
demon, please contact Mr. Barone Anis the daughter of Mrs. Lydia
derson 419 N Fisher Peoria DI
Mrs. Elizabeth Young has Hill community at State Col- is pastor.
Friends and neighbors will re- Hines.
Banks. The bridegroom is the
Funeral services for Henry member her as the lovely lady
returned to New Rochelle, lege died in his home Thursday
The
bride
GRAMBLING
was
given
in
marson of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse MorN.Y., after spending several Sept. 17, after a year's illness. Cole were held Sunday at Wal- who was in charge of the Chi- riage by her
By ALICE BROWN SMITH
father, Willie ris Sr.
He is survived by his widow, nut Grove Baptist
DETECTIVE TRAINING
days here with relatives.
Church. cago Defender, here in Jack- James Arrington
Mrs. Annie Harris, and sever- The eulogy was by
The bride was given in, Gramblinites by the dozens
Robert R. Phillips, Br., Founder
Rev.
U.
D.
son for several years.
William C. Patton of Knox- al children who
A
Former
Govt. special Agent. FOr nye
festive
reception
followjourneyed
to
Baton
Rouge
for
Mrs.
mother,
her
reside out of Lewis.
information write to:
The members of Greater ed the wedding at the home marriage by
ville. Tenn.. was here in the the state. A son,
the
annual
Grambling-SouthBanks.
Lydia
I917-D N. Kenneth Ave.
William HarBurial
was
in
the
church
interest of voter registration. ris, lives in Starkville.
Chicago. Illinois
The wedding ceremony was ern classic. The capital city,
cemetery with StephensonMrs. Carolyn D. Bruce, a
performed by Rev. Williams, especially the Scotlandville i3-rerrespeedence enihe
James Ward of this city suf- Shaw Funeral Home in charge.
LONELY?
11F. 11.11101N—Wil
former missionary of Africa, fered a heart attack and died Mr. Cole
pastor of St. John Independ- area, was one jampacked mass
American Club. ROI 757, Gary Ind.
was a member of
of humanity.
was the guest speaker at Wednesday night in his home
Send for Infor. today.
Church.
ent
Methodist
Walnut 'Grove Baptist Church
FIND LOVE. ROMANCE)
Thankful Baptist Church on on Gillespie St. Funeral ar- and
Mrs. A. T. Downs motored LONELY?
Get well wishes to Samuel
the Masonic Lodge No.
marriage. Free names. Photographs.
the night of Sept. 20.
May, T. G. Merriweather, Ar- to Jonesboro Wednesday night Dixie Club, Box 1273 Ocala 3 Ins,
rangements bre incomplete.
266.
ter King, Mrs. Fannie Forman, where she delivered the anA homecoming service was
Miss Lillian Harris of New
Survivors include three
Mrs. Susie Barker, Mrs. Hattie nual address for the North
held at Grace Temple Church York is visiting her parents, daughters. Mrs. Estelle Cole,
MAIDS — N. Y. to 545 wk. Titling
on the afternoon of Sept. 6. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harris.
Ramsey, and Mrs. Esther Rol- Louisiana Association.
Mrs. Mary Jurdan and Mrs.
Jobs waiting. M.• H. Agcy.,
ling.
Installation ceremonies for 210sent.
Post Ave., Weitbing. N. T.
TRUSSVILLE
the Methodist Student MoveBy L. R. MEYERS
ment were held at Lewis TemRev. T. C. Williams, pastor ple CME Church Wednesday
of Mt. Canaan Baptist Church, night.
delivered an inspiring message
The bridge players opened
last Sunday at his church.
fall activities at the home of
• Linotype Operators
1
The choir, sponsored by the Mrs. Alice Brown Smith Mon• Proofreaders
president, Mrs. T. C. Williams day night. Prizes were won
• Floormen
made a visit to Birmingham. by Mrs. A. T. Downs, Mrs.
Cnly experienced persOng
CLEVELAND — (UPI) — ter who lay in the bulldozer's would suggest a backlash
where they appeared on a pro- Ruby Coleman and Mrs. Marie
should apply. Write:
Booker T. Edwards Jr., a smil- path to force it to stop. The exists. "But the people there
gram of the annual Choir Cel- Foster.
,
Personnel Department
ing giant of a Negro, left his driver didn't see him.
wouldn't tell me and they
ebration held at the Pleasant
Visitors in town last week
CHICAGO DEFENDER
home at Monroe, La. a month
Rev. Klunder and his fel- wouldn't tell you," says MaHill Baptist Church.
were J. K. Haynes, executive
2400 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
ago to become a Cleveland cab low civil rights demonstrators her. "There's been less talk
On their return they stopped secretary of LEA., Mrs. AuCHICAGO, ILL-00111S
were seeking to block the con- about it lately."
driver.
at the Mt. Zion AME Church drey Boykins, president of
where they were among the Louisiana Supervisors, Mrs.
He drove a truck back home struction of an elementary
Mrs. Lucy Hummel, a secremany choir visitors who ap- Velma Adams, supervising
and knew every byroad in school. They said the site se- tary, is voting for Goldwater,
peared on the annual celebra- teacher, Morehouse Parish,
Louisiana. Up here, it's differ- lected for the school dictated but she has always voted Rethat
its
enrollment
would
be
tion of the choir, of which Miss and Dr. Mack Spears, presial ent. With the help of a dogpublican. "I'm not wholeheartAnnie Hardnett is president. dent of L.E.A.
111. eared map he is able to get his nearly all Negro.
edly for Goldwater she said
Wanted to *en ratan adettrtHiely kg
Pollsters
have
said
the
race
Dave Hill, who became very
Memphis market- We pay 25 par
passengers where they want to
"But I would not vote for
Dr. and Mrs. Amos Kennedy the
esnt and 30 per oent contraet ram.
issue
will
have
its
effect
when
ill
last
Sunday,
is
somewhat
go, but he is ont really sure
Johnson or any Democrat."
and their children were Sun- mt.sion on the dollar.
the people of Cleveland and
THZ NEW ?HI-ETATS DEFENDER
improved.
yet how he likes it
day visitors in Nachitoches.
535 S. WICI.I.INGTON ST.
other big cities vote on Nov. Ws. Jeanne Orth a waitRevival services began Mon31!MPHIS, TENN ESSER
Craig Wiley, son of Mr. and
"I haven't got used to them 3. This is the so-called "back- ress, voted for Eisenhower, but
•
day
night
at
the
Mt.
Canaan
91-farms
sad acreage
Mrs. Clayton Wiley. is atpeople." he said with • grin. lash" — the
this
time
will
go
for
Johnson.
revolt of the
Church. Rev. G. L. Bradley it tending Southern University, FARM FOB ISALZ: Noir Vacant. 20
"I thought people up north
And
she
cites
civil
as
rights
acre
farm.
New * rm. & bath borne
whites against Negroes who
the evangelist.
Also at Southern is Al Jean with motel type bldg, other toldge- 0.would be kind of different. they say are
pushing too hard." part of the reason. She Is
500. $150 dn. Balance 545.00 Me. Me.
Mrs.
Eva
Pearl
Reckon I just got to get used It is
Lewis, son of
454 miles roast of Bangor. Mich. Fag
supposed to be most evi- white.
Information write Mrs. Leona
Lewis.
to them. Don't know what It dent in neighborhoods
CORINTH
of east- "I just don't like Goldwa125 Bard M. Benton Harbor, Mich. eg
it — kind of like nobody cares ern European immigrant,
Phone: WA_ 0-1916
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
and ter," Mrs. Orth said. 'Tor one
about nobody."
thing, his stand against the
The Fulton Missidnary Baptheir offspring.
The migration of Booker Cleveland has many tf these equal employment part of the
tist Association's 79th annual
WATER VALLEY
Edwards and others like him neighborhoods, but the people civil rights bill is not right
session was held at the Rocky
By C. A. HAWKINS. JR.
Duplex es 4 day Isle. Mr. MI. 19. FM.
Grove Missionary Baptist A baby contest at Oakgrove Low
into the already overcrowded don't talk about backlash when I don't think I'd vote for ant
tones. Tine natbrd. an raves. ou
urban industrial areas of the they tell how they will vote. Republican this year."
Church at Bexar, Ala., with C.M.E. Church WRS sponsored ht. Inind. Sun. It neat/Wang& 11. J.
(Whitoyi
1022 Mohawk git,
story.
In
familiar
north is a
C. W. Fransworth, 31 who
Rev. Moton Gipson as moder- by Mrs. Clister Suggs, presi- Clearwater.Nyholen,
Balding Richard Maker. the
Fla.
Cleveland — as in Philadel- political editor of the Cleve- does marketing research for s
ator; Rev. M. E. Lockridge, dent of the Missionary Societ.y CONT1CRT. MICH . 35th ATE.. 154 541.
vice-moderator; Rev. W. W. Mrs. Lillie Hawkins is presi- off M.140. 4 rm. house C 2 cabins
phia, Chicago, New York, De- land Press, says "There's been manufacturer, voted for Eisen
with bathe modern. Write boa 554 eta
troit and other big cities — it a lot of talk about backlash, hower, then switched to Ken
Hamilton, district missionary; dent of the Stewardess Board. Chicago Defender.
Mrs. Hattie Alexander, clerk; Five babies were in the conhas helped touch off a social but you can't put your finger nedy. "I was a confrimed Rerevolution.
publican until Kennedy came
Roger D. Turner, assistant test: Joyce Moody, Sheila Hew.
on it."
clerk, and Brother Earnest kins, Cheri Wright, Patricia
• Cleveland has had — and He said two councilmen along," he said. "I still believe
Hughes, treasurer.
still has — its racial troubles. from wards heavily populated in him.
Welton. and Tommy Rogers.
Newly installed stndent council president at Texas SouthThe Women's Missionary soTommy Rogers, son of Mr.
The big crisis came last April with migrants — Maher calls "I can't see myself supportHELP YOU
ern
University,
James
Douglas,
right,
with
statustrolls
ciety of the Fulton Missionary and Mrs. Charlie Rogers, spon- fIND OUT HOW MIRACLE OE
when a bulldozer rolled over them "nationality wards" — ing anyone who doesn't want
s•ne
who
was
installed
as
"Miss
Patricia Punch
TSU, Septist Convention held its sored by Mrs. Lillie Hawkins, pi, A rim sin work Ommlare for 1st.
Iand killed the Rev. Bruce have told him that their peo- the things he wanted. That
Writs Wks Irsnnie Howard. 024 5.
111114-115."
fall rally at the Piney Greve was the winner,
Niebigla.alliscro
. Klunder, a young white mini& ple ire talking in terms that goes for civil rights, too."
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PINK CHAMPAGNE . . . hundreds of guests dressed in
the latest fashions . .. beautiful hostesses tastefully attired in
black dresses wearing bright yellow chysanthemum corsages
. carrying out Alpha Phi Alpha's colors of black and gold:
and wonderful continuous music featuring MICKEY TUCKER
(who played brilliant piano) and group. This was the gay
luncheon atmosphere created by the Alphabettes, all wives
of Alpha men, as they presented their annual fashion show
and luncheon at the Ellis Auditorium last weekend.
Efficient waiters kept the glasses filled and served a
delicious menu of ham and turkey au gratin with stuffed
potatoes, green beans and fruit cup; rolls and coffee.
Surprise narrator of the sparkling event was WESLEY
TAN, creator of the fashions featured ....ho brought out the
merits of each gasment as only a creator could. Mistress of
ceremonies was Alphabette MILDRED HORNE who presented the chairman of fashions, DOROTHY EVANS. In introducing MR. TAN, MRS. EVANS noted that the gifted designer had been associated with the garmet industry off Seventh
Avenue in New York City for eight years, and has been in
business for himself as a manufacturer as well as a designer
for five years, one of the few Negroes with this distinction.
He studied at Howard University and the Yale School of
Fashions as well as at several other Institutes . . . and is an
instructor at a Technical high school in New York that
specializes in teen age fashion designing. His clientele is largely of the high society class as well as many prominent entertainers.
Models groomed for the show by Alphabette JOAN
JOHNSON were graceful, comely and displayed fine individual talent as they promenaded before the appreciative
audience of men and women. They were: Mesdames JOLENE
SAWYER, MILDRED JONES, HELEN WHALUM, BERNICE
BURTON, EVELYN VARVASSEUR, and ANNETTE VARBOROUGH.

'I DIDN'T REALLY WANT TO GO'
Congolese Premier Moise Tshombe talks to reporters at
a
press conference in Athens. Tshombe has abandoned plans
to attend the Unaligned Nations Conference in Cairo in
face of Egyptian refusal to permit his 'plane to land.
Tshom•
be threatened to come despite the ban but finally gm
in.
(UPI Cablephoto)

Egyptians Order Away
Plane Carrying Tshombe

MEMPHIS CO-ETTE OFFICERS

The Memphis chapter of Co-Ettes Inc. had their first
meeting of the year at the Sheraton Hotel Motor Room
with Clarise Hobson as hostess. Officers elected for 196465 are shown left to right first row: Muriel Horne, secretary; Priscilla Mari. president; Sandra Williams, first
vice-president; Joyce Cochrane, treasurer. Standing: Mae

Byas, assistant treasurer; Yvonne Robinson, second vicepresident; Delane Garham, journalist; Rosie Bell, corresponding secretary; Clarise Hobson, social secretary;
Sheila Grant, parliamentarian; Lyon filen, chaplain, and
Johanna Sandridge, third vice-president.

The Discotheque look was seen throughout with black
and white the main color choice for most of the dresses and
suits, with red or green being the next most featured color.
The Indian sari was featured throughout in various colors
with gold woven into the bodiece and hems. At one point
he brought forth humor as he advised the ladies not to attempt
to make the little Chanel bow headpiece which he featured
in wool saying that it was a "tricky little thing to sew" .
which many of the ladies doubted especially when he announced his asking price which was a shocker!
Handsome door prizes were awarded to holders of lucky
numbers .. following which the group of ladies responsible
for the success of the event were introduced by the general chairman. MRS. JOSEPH WESTBROOK. MRS. THERON
NORTHCROSS is president. The group present was invited
to a private trunk showing at the beautiful contemporary
home of the WALTER EVANS in Lakeview Gardens . . .
where he offered many of the garments at wholesale prices.

Here From New York
Visiting Parents

THE 1964 ANNUAL

George Williamson of a potato chip co is presenting
Miss
Neal a $150 check for the Sarah Brown Teen-Age Department for the highest average sale, nation-wide, Miss Faye
Burrows. Washington Y-Teen Advisor also received a $100
check for Washington's Y-Teen club for the highest
average sale per member 1343 bags per member). nationwide. Miss Janet Patterson and Miss Rubystene Lawson
were awarded watches for the highest individaul sale.

Miss Patterson from Hamilton, 1224 bags. and Miss Lawson from Washington, 840 bags. The Branch Teen-Age
Department made a record sale this year with over 44,000
bags sold. Proceeds from this project was used to finance
the Educational Tour, and send Y-Teen girls to the Kentucky-Tenn. Y-Teen Conference, at Sullins College in Bristol, Va.

ON HER FIRST VISIT HERE since she left 24 years ago ,
was MRS. MILDRED GREGORY, now of Washington, D. C.
who arrived last week for the funeral of her brother the late
William A. Stinnette, well known insurance broker, who died
last week following a long illness.
Also present for the sad occasion were two other sisters,
MRS. RUBY JEAN STINNETTE WATIES, and MRS. GERTIE
MAE PORTER, both of Philadelphia, who likewise have been
partment. He lives at 1386 De•
from the city for some 20 years. Mr. Stinnette was the
catur. Six 40-year pins were
Two LeMoyne college sta. I exclusively with news a n el
husband of MRS. SADIE STINNETTE of 975 Clark Pl. Our
awarded 21 35-year, 11 30- i
dents will tell about their ex-I feature stories and the second
sincere condolences to the family.
year and 23 25-year
por
with interviews of
i periences
.
lastsummer a t east- i l'°,",
• • •
T\vo of the Division's top)
em universities over the Col- selected personnel from col-;
i em
and universities
executives were honored. PresIN TOWN BRIEFLY ON BUSINESS were MR. AND leges News program seen on Heges
area.
in the
ident Ray Morton was given
MRS. J. J. MASON of Clarksdale, Miss., and Denver, Colora- Channel 10 on Tuesday, Oct.
A guest from Southwestern 1
his 25-year pin by Hunter
do, who took time to make contact with some of their friends 27 at 8 p.m.
will be seen on Oct. 14; one I Service pins were awarded Lane, Jr., liaison Commissionhere. Mr. Mason is a prominent veteran photographer hayThe 15-minute program de- . from Christian Brothers
col-'today to 536 Memphis Light, er for the City of Memphis
ing made many of the news pictures featured nationally in voted to college and univer'
• lege on Oct. 27, and speakers Gas and Water Division em- with the Light, Gas and Water
connection with racial incidents in the state of Mississippi. sity news had its debute on from Memphis State, Univer- ployees. Ranging from five to Division.
Jimmy Owens, DiWKNO-TV
on
A venerable couple they are gracious hosts to many visitors
Tuesday of this sity of Mississippi, the Univer- 45 years, the pins represent rector of the Electric
Division,
week
with
Memphis
State uni- sities of Tennessee, Arkansas 6,720 years of service
to Clarksdale. They spend their summers in Denver. Colorado
also received a 25-year pin.
chairman
versity's
of
the new a n d Mississippi, Mississippi The only employee receiving
where they own property and where several of their children
The 62 employees who earnreside. The late L. ALEX WILSON and ERNEST WITHERS school of engineering as guest. State, Arkansas State a n d a 45-year pin at the ceremony ed 25, 30, 35. 40 and 45 year
The program is divided into Siena college on subsequent was Eugene W. Barnett, a shop pins were
are among the many persons they have been host to.
honored at a special
two segments, the first dealing dates.
,elper in the transportation de- ceremony in the Board Room.
• • •

LeMoynites To Be Seen On WKNO-TV

A CHOCOLATE HOUR WAS THE GAY EVENT sponsored
recently by the Memphis chapter of Co-Ettes, Inc. at the home
of CO-FITE MAE BYAS, 1358 S. Parkway E. Music and
laughter filled the air, along with chatter of various interests.
Guests truly enjoyed themselves
dressed in their "prissy
pants." Those attending the party were SANDRA HOBSON,
LILLIAN SUEING, PATRICIA DIXON, ELVA MICKLE,
CECELIA PATTERSON, PATRICIA SIMPSON, AUBREY
JONES, SHIRLEY PEACE, MELANIE McWILLIAMS, PATRICIA APPLEWHIITE, KATHY GRAHAM, CONSTANCE
JAC013S, MARGARET FLYTHE, PATRICIA MARTIN, EMMA
MAYWEATHER, JESSICA JOHNSON. RAMELLA SANDRIDGE. MARY LYNN MORRIS, SHERRY JOYNER, GALE
TERRELL, and MARILYN MOSS. MISS LAWS is club sponsor.
• • •
THE BASSINET SOCIETY BOASTS a new member ..
.
GENE FARLEY PINKSTON
born Friday, October 2 and
weighed in as a heavyweight ... at 9 pounds. Bearing
the
initials of his late grandfather, he is the son of
MR. AND
MRS. HOWARD PINKSTON, 1561 Norris St. ... their
third
offspring. He arrived at E. H. Crump Hospital.
• • •
More than 500 junior and senior high school students,
along with sixth graders from Georgia Avenue Elementary
School were guests of LeMoyne College last Friday morning
at the college's first concert of the year. Appearing
on the
Bruce Hall stage was the outstanding pianist
and conductor
WILLIAM PENNY HACKER.
Mr. HACKER's recital was enjoyed by LeMoyne's 650
students and faculty-staff members as well as the
visiting
students.
LeMoyne's next concert will present WON-KYUNG CHO.
talented Korean classical dancer, in an evening recital at
Bruce Hall on November 23.
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Hamilton To Hold
First PTA Meet On
Tuesday, Oct. 13

• • •

• • •

CAIRO, U.A.R. — (UPI) — whelmingly
agaiist Tshombe's
Egyptian
authorities barred attendance.
Congo Premier Moise Tshombe
The action of the Cairo airfrom landing at Cairo airport
to attend the Summit Confer- port authorities followed this
ence of 64 "non-aligned" na- vote.
The Cairn control tower rations starting this evening.
hoed Tshombe's plane that it
Tshombe's chartered (Belgian
could
not land because the runSabena Airlines,
ways were "damaged and unBoeint7 0 7)
serviceable."
Other
planes
jet airliner was
were landing normally, howordered
away
ever.
as soon as it
entered the air
space of the
United
Arab
Republic
(Egypt at dawn.
It flew on to
TSIINKBE
Athens.
The origin of music, how
1.1.A.R, authorities granted
Tshombe an entry visa. But the wind is used to make music
foreign ministers of the non. and how strings are plucked
aligned nations, holding a pre- to make music will be explainparatory meeting, voted over ed to youngsters on the preschool program, "All Aboard
with Mr. Be," during this
week,on WKNO-TV.
On Wednesday, Oct. 7, the
host of the show teaches chikt
dren about the origins of music
and shows how percussion inHamilton High School will struments make music. A
hold its initial Parent-Teachers drummer will demonstrate.
Meeting of the school year
On '1 nursday, Oct. 8, he exTuesday. October la at 7:30 plains how wind is used to
p.m. in the auditorium. Theme make music and is visited by a
this year which is also the lady playing a flute and a jazz...
state theme is "Opportunity — group playing jazz versions of
the right of each child, a re- nursery rhymes.
sponsibility of eac hcitizen."
On Friday, Oct. 9, Mr BP
Mrs. L. L. Draper, president, will show how at
are
was re-elected and agreed to plucked or rubbed to make dr
serve another year though she music and then conducts a w
was also , elected State pres- marching band version of
ident at the last state conven- "Stars and Stripes Forever."
tion. Vice-president is J. F.
The program is seen twice
Wilson, Social studies instruc- daily Monday through Friday tor at Hamilton. Secretary is at noon and at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Dorothy Simmons, also
re-elected Mrs. Houston Braswell is assistant secretary and
treasurer is Mrs. B. C. Snowden, Spanish instructor.
Program for the meeting will
A former Memphian, Nathan:1
0k
include a discussion of the William Brown of New York
school's program on film and City is here on a two-week
by report, presented by the trip visiting his family a n d
Counseling Division, This meet- friends.
ing -will also launch the annual
Brown who is a U.S. CusPTA Membership Drive, for toms varifier, is a graduate of
which the goal will be 100 per high school in the Class of
cent enrollment of parents and '41. He also attend LeMoyne
teachers of Hamilton Junior college briefly.
and Senior High school.
He is the houseguest of his
Principal of Hamilton High parents, Rev. and Mrs. WilSchool is Harry T. Cash.
liam Camper, 1537 Britton St.

'Mr. Be' To Teach
Children About
Music This Week

Mr. Tan's clothes are designed to be worn for several
years. They are expensive . . . the design is basic and classic
in style with many of the finest materials employed in their
making. He emphasizes the wearing of little or no jewelry
and very little fur.

MRS. LILLA TAYLOR BOLDS of Pacoima, Calif., has
spent the last ten days in the Bluff City checking on her
brothers recently discharged from Kennedy VA Hospital. As
house guest of her cousins, MRS. HALLIA B. ROBINSON
and MISS P. S. BOLDEN, she has combined business with
pleasure. Other members of the family who helped to make
her visit enjoyable were, MR. AND MRS. TAYLOR WARD,
MR. AND MRS.J. D. BOLDEN AND MR. AND MRS. LUCIEN
BOLDEN.
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Service Pins
Awarded To 536
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BONY FASHION FAIR
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GRAND OPENING

.41b
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Paca
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ORBIT CAFE NO. 2

271 HERNANDO

444C

525-9425

Our Grand Opening "SPECIAL OFFER"
TWO DINNERS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
Bring Someone With You and Be Served For The Price of One
OUR PIT BARBECUE
OUR SPECIALTY
IS SUPREME
FRESH CATFISH
COMPLETE MEALS
•Sandwiches
•Short Orders of All Kinds
•Desserts
WE HAVE DELIVERY SERVICE
Call (Is and We Will Give You Special Service
PRIVATE DINING ROOM
AVAILABLE

I

PRIVATE ROOMS For I
Club Meetings and Teas

A Vargas y Ochagavia design A black felt "yashmak" (hat)
of handmade brown lace with
by Leon Bennett of California
length sleeves and the new is worn with a camel and black
dropped torso with a trumpet wool dress designed by Rudi
' skirt is featured in Ebony Fash- Gernreich and black suede knee
ion Fair with a white lace Man. length boots by Capezio in the
1964 Fashion Fair presentation.
Ebony Fashion Fair
Ebony Fashion Fair
The fresh and new faces in the coming Ebony Fashion
Fair with a Spanish flair are going to make every male
a dashing caballero ISpanish gentleman), hut the girls
can take heart! The handsome male models are sure to
set the women viewers' hearth a -spinning. The show appears here 14'ednesday. Oct. 28, In the Municipal
auditorium music hall. Everyone's talking about -the mysterious
"Lady In Red," who will appear on stage during the Fashion Fair's visit here, and the Spanish high-fashion designs. The Memphis Alumnae chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, sponsor of the show, promise's a uniquely
delightful evening of entertainment.
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Humboldt News
KINDERGARTEN BOARD
THE BOARD of Directors of the Gillespie Kindergarten
met to decide on the opening of the school and to elect ofUwe. To lead in this very useful organization are the followpresident, William Baskerville, funeral director; vicepresident, Rev. J. T. MATHIS, minister; treasurer, Miss ENID
SIMS, teacher, secretary, Mrs. SULA ELLISON, teacher; business manager, Rev. M. H. BURNETT, minister; and associate
manager, Rev. L. T. PURHAM. The school is scheduled to
open Oct. 12.
LANE COLLEGE CME church women, under the sponsorship of the three Stewardess Boards, observed their annual
woman's day last Sunday, with Mrs. U. M. GARRETT giving
the morning address, and MRS. ALBERTA JAMISON of Dyer,
the afternoon talk. The members and frieweis who attended
were. happy to have these two fine women as speakers, and
were inspired as they spoke to them. Rev. L. T. PURHAM
is pastor of the church. $2800 was reported to have been
raised.
The Youth of Morning Star Bapt church completed their
annual quarter with great Joy as they placed $3,000 on the
table. Rev. J. T. MATHIS is minister.
Miss EDITH MATHIS, sister of Miss LENA MAE
THIS, has been hospitalized in Obion General Hospital,
MIAs at home in Ridgley where she teaches. Word comes that
she is recovering very rapidly.
Also reported in the hospital is MRS. SYRVILLA JONES,
who has been recuperating at St. Mary's here.
Mr. L. C. PENN, son of Mrs. MINNIE PENN, and brother
of Mrs. BEATRICE BARNErl, passed in Cleveland, Ohio and
will be buried here from Mims' Funeral Home with Rev. L. T.
PURHAM officiating. Here for the funeral is his former wife,
Mrs.‘MABELLA PENN and her four children. Son VARNA
G. PENN, flew in from Los Angeles, LABIAL PENN, from St.
Louis a brother, son TOMIE L. PENN,from Cleveland, daughters, Mrs. MOZELLA GAINES of East St. Louis and Mrs.
MAGGIE LOU LESURE of St. Louis. Brother-in-law J. C.
Lesure, sister-in-law. MABLE PENN of Cleveland. The de:eased had 16 grandchildren.

I Y-Teens To Put
On Membership
Drive, Oct. 11-17
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AN EDUCATIONAL TOUR FOR Y-TEENS

About 38 Y-Teens from the Sarah Brown Branch YWCA spent time at the
New York World's Fair and in Washington, D. C. on an Educational Tour,
recently. Above they were photographed in the Capitol CitY, using the
Nation's Capitol building as a backdrop. Chaperoning the girls were: Miss

Mrs. Alma H. Wade, director of advertising and public
relations for the North Caro..
lina Mutual Life Insurance
company, has returned to Durham, N. C.. after attending the
31st annual meeting of the Life
Insurance Advertisers Sept. 1416 at the Drake hotel.
LAA representatives were
present from insurance companies and leading publications throughout the United
States and Canada.
Approximately 600 entries in
13 categories pertaining to advertising, public relations,
sales promotion and institutional prestige building material were placed on display
by representatives from member companies and awards
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the division's president, Ray Morton.
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Manor, Manassas, Mitchell, Douglass, Geeter, Washington and Capleville.

Arrest 5 More In Miss.,
Nab Millionaire's Son
McCOMB, Miss. — (UPI) — Authorities announced the arrest of six more white men, including a bomb
expert and the son of a millionaire, in connection with
recent racial bombings in the McComb area:
Bombs, hand grenades, blasting powder, carbines

ly and said "those guilty of
such low crimes will receive a
stronger penalty from The Almighty. If these crimes continue, the penalty (to the community) may be the loss of liband blackjacks were confiscat
n the arrests which brought two more arrests were expected erties under martial law."
0 the number of local men soon.
Watkins said the local peorged in the bombings.
Five of the men were arrested ple were "right in opposing the
Reliable sources said one or Monday, one Saturday but an- civil rights law in every legal
nounced only Monday and four means possible" but he added
last week. The six men most "the quickest way to lose freerecently arrested were brought dom is for people to take law
to Jackson for questioning enforcement into their own
where they joined the other hands."
He urged the jurors to "inAfter a summer recess, mem- four.
bers of the Clara Barton Health
The cases against the men dict in proper cases, regardless
club held their first fall meet- were to be considered this week of whom the offenders might
ing in the home of Mrs. Zana by a circuit grand jury empan- be."
Ward, the club president, With eled at nearby Magnolia. They The men arrested Monday
Mrs. Juanita Turner, the vice are charged under a state law were Gillis, Hilton Dunaway,
president, in charge.
forbidding illegal use of explo- 36; John Paul Westbroolo, 20;
Interesting accounts of the sives. Conviction carries a max- Charles Avery Womack, 26, and
State Federation meeting were imum penalty of death.
Gerald Lawrence, 21. Emory
given by Mr. Ward and Mrs. The arrests were announced Allen Lee, 35, was arrested SatFrancis Tharpe. Mrs. Tharpe, jointly by Gov. Paul B. Johnson urday. The men are all from
who is noted for her skills in and FBI Director J. Edgar McComb.
arts and crafts, has been chosen Hoover.
The FBI identified Lee as a
to head that section with the
One of the men arrested Mon- former Army demolition expert
Regional Federation of Womday was identified as Sterling and said they found grenades,
en.
L. Gillis, 35, son of Norman Gil- 15 bombs, a five-gallon can of
A repart on the state meet- lis who is a local millionaire explosive powder and carbines
ing was given also by Mrs. landowner and oil investor.
and blackjacks on property adMarie Adams, president of the
his charge to the grand jacent to his land. Ile was acIn
Federated clubs.
jury. Circuit Judge William cused of supplying explosives
e Clara Barton club, whioh
Watkins noted the frequent vio- to a group responsible for bombyoung
women training
assists
lent incidents in the area recent- ings in the area.
nursing
the
profession
for
was
given a report and expressions
of appreciation by Miss Betty
Jean Cole, the club's most reTENNESSEE STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
cent scholarship recipient, who
graduated from the City of
* LEARN TO DRIVE *
Memphis Hospital School of
Nursing early in September.
* LET US TEACH YOU *
Others present for the meet* IN A FEW LESSONS *
ing were Mrs. LaBlanche Jackson, Mrs. Alberta Sample, Mrs.
Mary Bradley, Mrs. Elizabeth
Do You Need Help In Getting Your License?
Hollingsworth, Mi5s Frances
CALL 275-3600
Tharpe, Mrs. D. M. Johnson,
NERVOUS STUDENTS OUR SPECIALTY
Mrs. Ethel Watson and Mrs.
Bertha Ray.
Also Mrs. Leatha A. Sims,
LET
Mrs. Inez Johnson. Mrs. Bernice Mac Li n, Miss Marie
Brooks, Mrs. Fairy Austin,
US
Willa Briscoe, Mrs.
sk.
HELP
lah Thompson, Mrs. Juanita
rner a n d Mrs. Ernestine
YOU
Cochran.
A delicious menu was served by the hostess, Mrs. Ward.

li

Clara Barton
Health Club
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PRYOR OLDSMOBILE 0011
is having an AUTHENTIC USED CAR SALE. The tremendous response that our new models have enjoyed has
crowded our used car lot with late model, one-owner
cars that have been thoroughly reconditioned as necessary. This sale enables us to offer these automobiles
listed below at a tremendous savings to you. Every
year at this time the very choice cars that will be
traded-in are available, the large majority of which
are still in factory warranty.

'63 OLDSMOBILE "98" HOLIDAY SEDAN

$3295

liquippeil with 111.1,r steering and brakes, factory air conditioning, radio and
healer, White wail tires, electric sea% and windows. Beautiful midnight blue

Street Address

Zone No

City

State

'63 OLDSMOBILE STARFIRE HARDTOP
with Hydramatio dem., power steerink.and
and windows. factory air conditioning,
extras. Finished in a beautiful rose mist.

83295
brakes, eleetrio meals

white. pail tires and many other

82895.

'63 OLDSMOBILE DYNAMIC "88"

4-Door Sedan. liydrarnatio drive. power steering arid brakes, factory air
conditioning, white wall tires. This car has a beautiful burgundy Auld white

'63 OLDSMOBILE SUPER "88"

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS
DisECTOR AND HER sTAFF

'brakes, factory ale

'63 OLDSMOBILE SUPER "88"

igde‘
HOME SERVICE

$.2885.

4-Door Sedan. Hydramatic drive, power steering and
conditioning, white wall tires. Finished in a soft sky blue.

I

POSALM
SCOTT

Be fancy and thrifty at the same time! Make perfectfor-fall Waldorf Whip—it's a salad and dessert in
one! Carnation Evaporated Milk, the milk that whips,
is the secret ingredient for this tasty, light recipe.
Be sure and keep the familiar red and white cans
handy—and use them often!

82895

4 Door Hardtop. Equipped with power steering and brakes, radio and heater,
white wall tin's, factory air conditioning. This car has a jet black finish and
is absolutely like new throughout.

13295
'63 OLDSMOBILE "98" 4-DOOR 1170P
Full pnvier equipment and factory air conditioning. Firdehed in A stunning.
jet black.

$4095

'64 OLDSMOBILE "98" HOLIDAY SEDAN
Full power equipment and factory
one. Midnight blue finish.

air conditioning. Save ov'er *1000 on this

'64 OLDSMOBILE "98" HOLIDAY SEDAN

$iOO5 .
and factory air conditioning. Finished in aful
Full power equipmentbeauti
Foreid iireen. Save over $1500 on this beauty.

'64 OLDSMOBILE "98" DELUXE CUSTOM

$4095

2-Door Hardtop. Full power equipment and factory air conditioning. Solid
White finish with silver interior. Save over $1000 here.

'64 OLDSMOBILE STARFIRE COUPE

$4005

Full power equipment and factory air conditioning.
finish and white wall tires. SM., over $1000 here.

'64 OLDSMOBILE "98" TOWN SEDAN

Beautiful land beige

$3995

Finished in a. beautiful sand beige with full power equipment and factory
air conditioning-. Save over $1000 on this one,
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Lyric Soprano
To Be Heard In
Concert Friday

MESSAGE

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
'One year $6.00 Six months $3.50:

t

Queen Elizabeth
tbeth
Visit
Despite Threats

SUM M ERSID E, Prince Eumade for the best in each Ward Island (UPI) — Queen
Miss Mary Rose Rodgers, A 1963 graduate of Fisk, Miss
category.
Elizabeth opened an eight-day lyric soprano will be present- Rodgers has a voice which has
An award of excellence was royal visit to Canada despite
ed in recital on Friday night, been acclaimed by leading
presented Mrs. Wade for the threats from terrorists that she
Oct. 9, at First Baptist church critics.
display she submitted for the
may be harmed. The Canadian in Brownsville and the public
She will be accompanied at
North Carolina Mutual Life Inthe piano by Mrs. Jennie Brodsurance company in the cate- government had set up the most is invited to hear her.
gory of institutional prestige elaborate security operation in She is being presented in a nax Vance, a noted musician
the history of the government to
building materials.
concert which starts at 8:15, and director of the Vance
Mrs. Wade, a North Carolina protect her.
Mutual employee for more The 38-year-old Queen arriv- and which is being sponsored School of Music in Humboldt.
Miss Rodgers is a native of
than 20 years, is a graduate ed from London in a chartered by the young people of the
church.
of the Durham public schools, BOAC jetliner.
Trenton, Tenn,
has a bachelor of arts degree
from West Virgina 'State College and a master of science degree in commerce from North
Carolina college at Durham.
Her husband, Rev. L. H.
Wade, i.. pastor of First Baptist church, Oxford, N. C. They
are the parents of a son and
a daughter.

New Subscription Order

A 45-YEAR SERVICE PIN
45-Year-Service Pin is being awarded
Eugne W. Barnett, a shop helper in the

to
transportation department of the Mem-

Nathan:
York
o-week
y and

Elizabeth Anderson, Miss Fuse Burrows, Miss Barbara Neal, Teen-Age
Director, Mrs. Rose Brown. and Mrs. Johnnie Cooper, Y-Teen clubs represented on the tour were Carnes. Corry. Hamilton, Lincoln, Porter, Oates

NC PR Man Takes
Prize At Ad Meeting
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The Teenagers of the Sarah
Brown Branch YWCA are all
set to participate in the National Y-Teen Roll Call, Oct.
11-17 by climaxing an intensive membership drive during
that period.
Theme for the membership
drive is "You Count As YTeens ...Join." Teenage members in 8,000 clubs in the
United States are expected to
participate in the drive.
Y-Teens will welcome others
of their age group during this
week at their club meetings in
schools, at the YWCA and elsewhere, showing how they have
an opportunity to develop as
leaders, share responsibilities
with adults, make new friends
and learn interesting skills.
All phases of the Y-Teen
program, Miss Barbara Neal,
Teen-Age Director said, are designed to realize the Y-Teen
goals: "To grow 89 a person
to grow in friendship with
people of all races, religions
and nationalities, and to grow
in the knowledge and love of
God."
The YWCA is at work in
more than 70 countries around
the globe, she pointed out
Activities at the YWCA offer fun, friendship, opportunities for service, personality
development and self expression, as well as a wider knowledge and acquaintance of many
peoples in many lands, said
Miss Neal.

'63 OLDSMOBILE "88" 4-DOOR SEDAN

$2795

Equipped with hydramatIr drive, power steering and brakes, sir conditioning.
This is a genuine creampuff. •

'63 OLDSMOBILE STARFIRE COUPE
run

power equipment,

$3295

factory sir conditioning. Finished In a beautiful gold

mist.

'63 OLDSMOBILE 18" 4-DOOR SEDAN .........$3195
(2 to choose from). One dark blue and one light blue. Both equipped with
WALDORF WHIP
(Makes 6 to 8 servings)
1 cup chopped celery
I package (3 ounces)
1
2 cup chopped walnuts
lemon-flavored gelatin /
1 Vs cups chopped apples
1 cup hot water
% Clip (small can) undiluted
3 tablespoons lemon juice
1/2 cup mayonnaise

CSAS.0 Priowd in U.S.A. SW

1'owergIii1e driie, radio and heater, white wall

$2295

tires. Beautiful cordovan

finish. Like new throughout.

'63 CHEVROLET EEL AIR
4-Door Sedan. V-/I, Powerflide
Cleanest rim in town.

$1995

drive, radio and heater. white wall tires.

CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK

gelatin In hot water; cool. Add 1 tablespoon lemon
juice, mayonnaise, celery, nuts and apples. Mix well. Chill until
mixture Is the consistency of unbeaten egg whites. Chill Carnation in refrigerator tray until soft ice crystals form around
edges of tray (10-15 minutes). Whip until stiff (I minute).
Add the remaining lemon juice; whip very stiff (1 to 2 minutes
longer). Fold whipped Carnation into gelatin mixture. Spoon
into '5-cup mold. Chill until set ( about 2 hours). Unmold on
salad greens and garnish with walnuts and raw apple slices.
Serve as dessert or salad.
Dissolve

full power equipment and factory air conditioning.

'63 CHEVROLET IMPALA 2-DR. 11:TOP

These are only a few examples of the cars we
have to sell. We have over 60 to choose from.
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Finley Leads TSU T o 35-0 Romp
Over Morris Brown Wolverines

MAD RACES OVER
of the losers. The Phils had
The pennant races in the done remarkably with what
American and National Leagues many experts figured to be
truly went down to the wire fourth or fifth place material.
this season with the St. Louis Then when the Philadelphians
By EARL S. CLANTON III with 7:04 remaining in the first Finley engineered a 66-yard
Cardinals and New York Yan- got off to fast start no one still
quarter. Fletcher Smith toed scoring march, gingerly mixed
kees emerging as World Series believed them, saying the PhilNASHVILLE — Tall, mild- the extra point which proved with his
running and passing
opponents. At the halt way lies got a break in the schedulmannered Memphis-born to be enough for the victory. the ball. Moving
the pigskin
mark it was Philadelphia in ing and were fatting up on the
quarterback Howard Finley
Sticking to a ground game, from his own 34 to the Wolthe NL and Baltimore in the second division teams.
ran and passed Tennessee Coach Merritt disclosed, "The verine two
in 12 plays, Charlie
AL. When the smoke had
About the time the Phillies
State's football team to a 35 past week's poor weather kept Powell plunged over for the
cleared Sunday, marking the had made believers out of the
omp over Morris Brown last us from pass practice, Tonight touchdown.
end of the hard fought cam- doubters their fans were putturday night before an over- our pass-timing was off, way
"I've got to give credit to
paign, the Phalle* shared sec- ting in tickets orders for the
ew, 7,192 hometown fans.
off, but our ground game was my entire line," Merritt conond place with Cincinnati and fall classic. This was routine
Pinley passed for one touch- good."
fided. "I played a lot of men,
he Orioles occupied third posi- since the Philip sported a seven
deiwn and ran for another as
but Robert Reed, guard; Billy
tion behind the White Sox.
game lead with just two weeks
the Big Blues scored in every GAINS CONFIDENCE
About mid August there left in the season. The Quaker
Praising his sophomore Isabell, center, and Jim Cartqtiarter while winning their
er.
led a strong forward wall."
was talk about no off day be- City nine had a touch of bad
quarterback, Coach Merritt
third straight game of the seaCraig
Gilliam, Merritt's
ing necessary because the Ser- luck that saw the Phils lose
soti and running their winning continued. "Finley did a good third string quarterback and
ies
was signed and sealed for ten straight games and the opjob. Running the ball is his
skein to seven.
assistant head coach Joe GilPhiladelphia and Baltimore or portunity to represent NL in
Last week, Coach John A. great strength, and he has need barn's son, scored the game's
New York. Traveling for any the Series that got underway
Merritt uncorked his Finley- of a lot of work. Tonight he final talley on a four-yard roll.
of those proposed teams would Wednesday in St. Louis.
., mavericks
tz
up gained a lot of confidence be- Young Gilliam got the ball on
on whohe rolled
not be as much as 200 miles.
cause he was mixing up his
SOUTHWESTERN MOVES
elyards
The Yankees sta)ted close
When Lorenzo childress
calls, which is a badge of con- ,Morris Brown's 15, lost 15, and
eainst North Carolina A 8i T.
then hit Al Coleman from the
and finally passed the fading took the field for Southwestfidence."
Tonight the ground - churning
Orioles then put together two ern last Saturday afternoon on
Still a little overanxious, the 30. Coleman was downed on
A FUTILE ATTEMPT
mavericks ran for 190 yards on
the four, and on the next play
doubleheader victories to gain the campus gridiron it marked
the ground without the team's Big Blues marched 45 yards in Gilliam scored.
Larry Stevenson OM of Carver pin, Bobby
lacing from the Golden Wildcats last Frithe driver's seat to their fifth the first time that a Negro had
ace ground-gainer, Gene Bow- the second quarter for the SCORE BY QUARTERS
Smith of Melrose to the turf as the pass
day night at Melrose Stadium. It was the
consecutive flag. The clinching played for a local institution
en, Setback Bowen got hurt on game's second svure. Bill Tuck- Tennessee State
play
Incomplete.
This
went
wasn't
the
fourth
straight victory for Melrose. Over
7 6 8 . 14
victory was at the expense of in Memphis. Childress, who
Tennessee State's first series of er, a sophomore bruiser, bolted Morris Brown
case
Cobras
very
often
as
the
took
a
32-0
0
0
6.000
fans
0 0
witnessed the game.
Cleveland last Saturday.
was a top linesman last year
plays and did not return to the over from the five after ramblOver in the senior circuit at Manassas, broke the color
ing for a first down from Morgame.
newsmen
had
to make reserva- barrier when the Lynx played
on the 12. Manassas scored but
ris Brown's 20. Tucker, the
A GROUND GAME
game's leading ground-gainer,
the play was nullified by a tions in four different cities Its opener on the road in MisSporting a 13 to 0 halftime
until
St.
Louis
removed all the souri.
penalty. After Hall counted
margin, Coach Merritt com- picked up 78 yards in 10 carChildress helped his teamwith six points Charles Miller speculation with an avengeful
ries that did not include a twomented, "Our kids were overpassed to Houston Chaffin for 11-6 last Sunday over the mates gain a 28-7 win over
conversion try.
point
anxious. They were down all
New York Mets. This score Centre of Danville, Kentucky.
the point.
Midway the third stanza, the
week and tried to get up for
was decisive only after the In the early part of the strugBOLTS
Big
Blues
drove
64
yards
in
six
HALT
DOUGLASS
this ball game in a hurry. They
Phillies had recorded a 10-0 gle the former Prep Leaguer
Jacques Tate caught six
plays with Finley capping the
made a lot of mistakes."
The Melrose Golden Wild- High in West Memphis, Ark- Carver's Bob Jones failed to passes, two for touchdowns of shutout earlier over the Reds. seem too anxious to mix it
march
with
an
8-yard
scurry
With Finley in the saddle,
San Francisco was not elimi- up, however, with the tension
cats continued their stampede ansas, 24-19, last Friday night. get the Cobras started on any
the Tigers drove 80 yards in 10 for the talley Eldee Dickey toward the Prep League cham- Mitchell Road came from be- sustained march in the first 93 and 40 yards respectively, nated mathematically until the apparently worn away late in
occahowever
on
two
other
passed
to
Walker
for
the
conplays, Bowen drgve the ball
pionship by simply over pow- hind to edge Bruce of Dyers- half, and the way he was rush- sions passes backfired on Dou- Cubs outslugged the last Sat- the game Childress charged in
frdm his own 20 to Morris version.
ering the Carver Cobras 32-0 burg, 14-6.
ed by the Melrose line there glass and the Red Devils were urday. If the Mets could have from his defensive end posi, Brpwn's 38. From there Finley MARCH 66 YARDS
downed the Cards the Series tion and knocked a Centre
wasn't much to look forward unable to catch Bertrand.
before over 6,000 fans that had MOTTON SCORES THRICE
talley
run,
`
----sll
Willie
Walker
for
the
Showing
his
ability
to
would have been delayed by blocker on the seat of his pants
,
the facilities at Melrose Stad- For the first time this sea- to in the final half.
James Hall romped for a pair
to draw approval from the
ium bursting at the seams last son Melrose had its scoring Jones had one of his passes of touchdowns to lead the Ber- a three-team play-off.
The Phillies are the worst off 1,300 fans.
dominated by just two players. picked off by William Ander- trand attack. Hall scored on
Friday night.
Coby Smith, who gained city
Manassas got their first vic- LeRoy Motton registered three son at the Carver 25 in the runs of nine and seven yards
tory of the week by scoring a times and Jimmy Ward tallied third quarter and Ward capi- and added two conversions. er between Carver and
wide recognition in NDCC at
MEMPHIS WORKS
Mellate touchdown and conversion twice to account for the five talized on the break for
Manassas, was also dressed for
James Elmo, who grabbed one trand. On the same night
NEEDS
to down scrappy Hamilton. In touchdowns racked up against rose by scoring a few plays of the two key interceptions by glass meets Mitchell.
Southwestern. Smith didn't
PLANT EQUIPMENT DESIGNER - College graduate
later
from
the
five.
A
95-yard
occasional
who
Carver. Bobby Smith,
an often dull but
play football last year while
Bertrand, galloped 60-yard LEAGUE STANDINGS
drafting and factory equipment experlence.
explosive battle Father Ber- took in 55-yard pass from interception return for a touch- with the misfired aerial in the
attending Manassas and his
DESIGN ENGINEER - Product college graduate with forming
Team
highlighted
a
down
by
Motton
set-up
a
Douglass,
20Bridgeforth
to
trand
upended
Hank
bony 140-pound frame could
background.
third quarter to ice the game. Melrose
had
finish
by
Melrose
that
Hotton,
kickfast
yard
score
by
12.
six
be
the reason he preferred to
ENGINEERING DRAFTSMAN - High school plus additIonal
Tate, a senior flanker who
Carver on the ropes at the con- joined the team for its third Lester
Lester played outside the ed two extra points.
t•ohnicol school or college drafting courses.
rack up academic honors and
21
METALLURGY,LABORATORY ASSISTANT - 1-Cgf, schoul or
Melrose took a 13-0 lead in- clission of the heraldedtbattle. game, pulled down his TD tos- C
league for the third conseculeave the rough stuff to the
Bertrand
chemistry or metallurgy.
some college level Courses
tough guys. Smith Is a fine littive week and the unsung to the intermission when Ward A tOUGH LOSS
ses from Douglas quarterbacks Mansssss
STENOGRAPHER CLERK - Male only, most have stenogratle crusader and this show of
Lions won their fourth game knifed through from the three
Hamilton suffered a heart- Edison Ezelle and William Hamilton
phic oxperionc• and pass dictotJon test at 90 wpm.
against one loss by coming yard line to score late in the breaking defeat at the hands Dowdy.
bravery at Southwestern is for
Washington
357-5311
from behind to nip Wonder second quarter. The passing of of Manassas, 7-0, after playing
the cause. Two years ago he
3003 Harvester Street
BIG
GRID
WEEK
Douglas
An equol opportunity etrnployer
was a school reporter for the
•
inspired ball most of the game This figures to be a busy
Tri-State Defender.
tha twas scoreless until Reu- week for the Melrose gridiron.
LEADING SCORER
ben Hall tore off left end for Four games are carded and
TD's Pat Tt'l POWER TO BURN
Pressed for his starting assix yards and the clinching Douglas travels out to Mitchell Motion, L. Mel. 7 0 42
touchdown with less than Road in another contest. Smith. B. Mel.
3 6 24 signment at quarterback by
three minutes left to play.
Hamilton was to go against Ward, J. Mel.
4 0 24 sensational freshman Eldee
Hamilton a n d Manassas Washington Wednesday. Lest- Hall, 2. Bert.
3 2 20 Dickey, Memphian Howard
fought each other on even er, overlooked by the fuss over Chaffin, H. Man. 3 1
19 Finley clinbed back into the
terms until Manassas recover- the Carver - Melrose contest, Jones, Ray Carver 2 3 15 throttle of the Tennessee A & I
13 express and generated the Big
ed a fumble by the Wildcats' still is undefeated in two Stephens, R. Bert, 2 1
Blues to their third win, a 35quarterback who was back to league outings. The Lions repass late in the game. The anx- turn to action Thursday against Know Your Negro History 0 thrashing of Morris Brown
last Saturday night in Nashous Tigers put the ball in play Manassas. Melrose tackles MerIn Jaunary, 1943 Judge Wil- ville. Finley passed for one
28 yards from paydirt. Wil- ry High of Jackson, Tennessee
MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
bert Trigg hit brother Johnny Friday afternoon, a struggle liam H. Hastie resigned as touchdown and legged another
civilian aide to the Secreetary into the end zone himself, It
JA 7-7541 with a pass that put the ball that precedes a league encount- of War in protest against dis- was Finley who threw the
Union at Lauderdale
crimination and limitation of game winni ng touchdown
opportunity of Negro aviation against Morris Brown last year
in Atlanta, Georgia.
cadets.
CHEV. 2 Dr.,
H.T., R.H.5 Autom

0it

Golden Wildcats Conquer Cobras
32-0 Before A Packed Stadium

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY

SPECIALS
1 2 Ton
1955 FORD Pickup /
1
2 Ton
1957 CHEV. Pickup /

1961
1961
1959
1963
1961
1963
1964
1960
1959

Transmission

2 Dr , M T
StraighttivE

R.H.

COMET 2 Dr., MT., R.H.
Straight Transmission
FORD Convt., R.Fir
Automatic, P. .
OLDS. Jetfire, RH.,Autom.
Bucket Seats
CORVETTE Convt., R.N.
Straight Tronsmission
CHEV. Imp., 4 Dr., Fully Equipp.
Power & Air
MERCURY, 4 Dr., H.T.
Fully Equipped
FORD Gal. 500, 4 Dr., R.H.
Autom., Red & White
FORD, 4 Dr. Station Wagon
Autom

295

$1095
$995
5895

1962 CHRY. Wagon

$795
$1395
$1995
$2295
$2195
$895
$695

Autom., R.N. P.S.B., Fac. Air
Luggage Rack

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE IA 6-8871
OPEN NITES

:„„„..„.„,„„„„„...................:
i UNION AUTO SALES

$1895

1961 CHEV.
6 Cyl., S. Tran., Fat. Air, R.H.

$

1195

1963 DODGE
$2195

8 Cyl., Autom. Trans., R.H., P.S.
9 Pass., Autom., R.H

1959 PLY:
9 Pass., Autom.,
1958 PLY.
9 Pass., Autom.,

$1695
$1795

Milage... .$/95

$395

44 YEARS with DODGE
.4418

S3595 '64 PONTIAC

'63 FORD

$1995

Convertible. Red with white
top, red leather interior, 4 in
the floor. Less than 6000

Calash) 503 2-door hardtop.
Light blue, blue leatherette
interior. Extra sharp.

1170 Union Ave.

'62 FALCON
4-door sedan, radio. best.r.
auto. trans., custom trim.
Nice.

CADILLAC
$1295 '63
Coupe DeVille.

'63 OUICK

52995

LeSabre 4-door hardtop, full
power, factory air. Like new.

62 OLDSMOBILE

$24t5

4-door. White with red
interior, power and factory
air. 22,000 actual one-owner

miles.
'19 CADILLAC

$1995

Coupe DeVille. Tellovc with
black top full power, factory
air. A Puff.

4'3191

Starchier. Green with whits
top, full power, factory ii
Extra sharp.

'62 FORD

Cabala. 4-40or sedan White,
radio, heater, power steering.

9 Pass., Astern., R.H., P.S.
Still in Warranty

1962 DODGE
1962 PLY. Fury

'64 STING RAY

Mist green,
with white vinyl top, leather
interior, bucket teats, . full,
power, factory air. Like new...

'63 CADILLAC

SOLID CARS

S449it

AND DRIVE IN COMFORT

S4295

Sedan. Turquoise. full power,
factory air. Extra shin p.

14 CADILLAC

$5695

'64 CADILLAC

$56/5

Coupe DeVlile. Full power,
factory air. (3 to choose
from.) All like new.
SM 11 n DvVllle. Red with
white leather interior. full
Power. factory air. A dream.

$1995
'St CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille. Whit with '62 CADILLACS $3295 up
black top, full power, factory Trull power, factory air. 16
to choose from.)
air. A Jewel-

Factory-approved Warranty available ONLY
Irons your Cadillac dealer
341 Unlon—JA 6-11207 or JA 74100
Open !risings

sy
Union Auto Sales 444 Union
I•
:1111111111111.1111111111104.11111411011114

SEASON CLOSES OCTOBER 20, 1964

ONLY 18, MORE DAYS LEFT
IN SOUTHLAND RACING SEASON SEE THE GREYHOUNDS RUN
TONITE AND EVERY NITE 'TIL OCT 20, 1964

RACING SEASON CLOSES OCT 20, 1964

POST TIME 8:00 PM

INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS AMC
Aar oon.clitioned for your comfort
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TSU Student Attends
White House Reception

AT HUMPHREY RECEPTION

Loyal Democratic Memphians of all coinplexions crowded on stage to greet Senator
Hubert H. Humphrey, Democratic condidate for vice president, during the recep-

Hon held in his honor at the Municipal
auditorium, and here they are seen getting
in line to meet him and other candidates
seeking office on Nov. 3. (MLR Photo)

City Buys Rainwear
For Sanitation Men

Former Director
Of Orange Mound
Nursery Buried

NASHVILLE - Danny Aldridge, Tennessee State university's Student Council president, was the school's official
representative at a reception
given at the White House last
Saturday by President and
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson.
The Tennessee State student
was among a number of students from across the nation
who were invited for an informal briefing by President
Johnson, Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara, Secretar
Labor Willard Wirtz and U. N
Ambassador Adlai Stevenson.
When he received the invitation last week, Aldridge,
a political science major and a
senior, said, "This is a wonderful thrill for me. I feel extremely grateful and aln mindDANNY ALDRIDGE
ful that I may never get another such opportunity."
ing to White House stipulations
The 22-year-old native New that asked each college to
Yorker flew to Washington on name its representative from
Saturday morning for the 5 students who are the presip.m. White House reeeption, dents of the student body, senHe was selected by Dr. W. S. ior class or undergraduate
Davis, TSU president, accord- councils or other high offices.

For the, first time in the,ful messengers," etc.
history of the Public Works But unlike the postman, the
Day Nursery,
Commission, sanitation work- sanitation worker will still
ers can look forward to re- have a choice of whether he Brooklyn Ave., was buried in
wants to work in inclement
ceiving a full year's work weather or not.
Oakville Baptist Church's
cemetery, following last rites
without any loss of wages.
ALL BUT BOOTS
And the public can look for- The worker will still have at the church last Sunday aftward to seeing the workers the option of reporting to work ernoon. Officiating Revs. W. C.
come to them each week on in bad weather and receiving Holmes, E. Bates and W. L. Dr. Rupert
P. Vance, profes- Changing South - Perspecschedule.
an automatic two hours of pay, Suewell.
sor of sociology
University tives and Challenges."
At a cost of $9,000, accord- or donning the rain gear and Mrs. Franklin died in John of North Carolina,atwill
ing to Commissioner Pete Sis- working for a full day's pay. Gaston hospital Sept. 28 fol- at LeMoyne Collegelecture Miss Hanson, who died two
this Years ago, was business manson, the sanitation workers Heretofore, the men have lowing a year's illness. She was Thursday and Friday,
8-9. ager and treasurer at LeMoyne
have been outfitted with rain- been subject to drawing as lit- 60. She had directed the nur- The lectures are freeOct.
to
the for more than 40 years, Her
wear which makes it possible tle as 12 hours' pay if it rained sery from 1947-60. Illness forc- public and will start
at 8 p.m. estate, valued at about $40,000,
for the men to make their or snowed for a full week.
ed her to retire.
in the Alumni Room of the was left to the college in the
rounds with the dependability The new gear includes a Orange Mound Day Nursery, Hollis F. Price Library.
form of a scholarship fund.
of the postman, whose motto bright yellow cap, jacket and established in 1941 to care for
Dr. Vance speaks Thursday Coordinating the lecture serruns, "Neither rain, nor sleet, pants. The men have to buy pre-school Negro children
of
ies
evening
on
is Dr. Clifton H. Johnson,
"The
Breakthrou
gh
nor snow hinders these faith- heir own boots.
working parents, is now sup- in the South." His subject Fri- professor of history at Leported mainly by SUN.
day evening will be "The Moyne.
A native of Shelby County Changing Image of the South."
she had lived here her entire
Dr. Vance is one of five NOT FOR HER
life.
Well known in the Orange scholars scheduled to speak at HOLLYWOOD - (UPI) Mound community, Mrs. LeMoyne this academic year in Carol Linley's excuse for backFranklin earned the respect of a series known as The Alma C. ing out of a magazine layout in
ATLANTA -(UPI)- Dr. Martin Luther King a score of working parents Hanson Memorial Lectures. a top-less swim suit: "I simJr. said his Southern Christian Leadership Confer- who entrusted the care of their Theme of the series is "The) ply chickened out."
ence is "out to get rid of Goldwaterism in this na- children during the day - to
her.
tion."
THE BIG FORD SUPERMARKET
Among survivors are: a
King said the SCLC will launch a nationwide daughter, Mrs. Frankie Williams, 1538 Marianna St.; two
drive to urge church groups
brothers, Walter R. Jackson,
across the country to turn out will go.,.
776 Richmond St. and Thomas
to vote Nov. 3 for candidates, The SCLC appointed the
Rev.
favorable to civil rights.
I Walter E. Fauntroy of Washing. aJackson, 2397 Saratoga St.; and
LAMAR
2255 LAMAR
King said there was need to. ton,
Mrs. Mary A. Smith,
to handle the cam- 926sister,
24291
GL
endorse the Democratic Nation- paignD.C.,
S.
Driver
GL 2-691_
St.;
and
a
nepamong
churchmen.
at ticket, but the SCLC "can. Fauntroy will
James C. Manning with
call on church hew,
EAST
ACROSS
FROM
not support a candidate like
KAT/
es to hold a "civil responsibili- whom she lived.
Sen. (Barry) Goldwater."
ty
on the sabbath before
"We cannot issue a blanket in. the day"
election to recog- GOP Lecture Subject
dictment agaLst all Republi- nize general
registered voters and to Vincent Kohler, a member of
cans," King said. "There are organize
car pools.to get voters LeMoyne College's history desome good Republican candi- to the polls.
partment
a Woodrow Wildates in local elections."
"We feel that if the voters son fellow,and
will lecture on the
King said the organization turn
out
they
will
vote
for
the
"Changing
would . concentrate on getting right candidates,"
Faces of
ReKing said. publican Party" this the
the six million registered Negro "This
Friday
the most crucial elec- morning,
voters to the polls. Ile said if tion inisour
Oct.
9, at 10:30. He
history."
will speak in the Brownlee leca large percentage of the two
million registered Negroes in
ture Hall.
the South vote "it could well,
determine how this election
15 $ 1$ $ 1$ $ $ $ $ $

:fore d: Mound

:rs. New South Is SubjectmiFr:
Of First Hanson Talk

CITY BUYS RAINWEAR

Six members of the Public Works Commission's Sanitation department, flanked by
Commissioner Pete Sisson on the left and
labor foreman Henry Baskin on the right,

1115 PRIZES REGISTER NOW
15 NEW FORDS INCLUDED
SAVE UP TO $1000 ON A NEW
1964 FORD 11 IN STOCK

Rufus Hawkins NEA
Seeking Members

Rufus J. Hawkins chapter of
the Student NE A (National
Club 24 Gives Education
Association) at LeMoye College is conducting its
To'Needy Cause' annual
membership drive this
week. The chapter is

for stuA social organization, Club
dents interested in the teach24, recently donated $50 to the ing
profestion.
Mallory Knights Charitable Officers
are Calvin Cunningorganization, according to an harm
president; Miss Dorothy
announcement by the director Rogers,
secretary; Miss Sarah
of the Knights, Harry L. M. Smith,
membership chairStrong.
limn;
Ruth T. Geeter, rePresident of the club, Mrs. porter,Miss
Mrs. Charle P
Florentene Johnson. and the mend, and
advisor.
club's secretary, Mrs. Ethel
Burns, said:
"We contribute to a worthy
project each year. We feel that
CAN YOU USE
the Mallory Knights are doing
a job for needy causes. RecentMORE
ly they cared for a child who
is suffering from cerebral
palsy. Being licensed practical nurses we know how
CROUND FLOOR
much a program is needed for
STERICK BUILDING
such victims."
'MOOR/ FO.PCS i/PF CCU
Strong said he was very
OfT P.14/IRINfial
glad to have clubs and groups
SitIV/CF to help the Mallory Knights.

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

•■••••••••••misminimme•••••sa
a
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
•

•
:CAR WASH $ .
.
.
.
•
a
a

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sat. Sr So, 21.75
•
Monday
III
Sat. Open I A.M. to 6 PM.
thru
• sun. open i AN. tot z e.st.
•
Friday
•

a
a
a

a

▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
•
U
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
Ple•maasma•maammeaesuanastE

"FORD

EXECUTIVE CARS

CALL ME
hove a job, 21

If you
years of
og• or over, need a good used
car or truck. I can finance you.
put money in your pocket. Call
regardl•s• of past misfortunes.
Ail applications quick & con.
fidential. Ask for FREE cr•dit
check and ride the some day.
175 cars to choose from.
Coll and ask for no one but

FALCONS-FAIRLANES
GALAXIES-T BIRDS

MUST GO
AT SAME PRICE
THE PARADE OF 1965 FORDS

GENE WILDAR
Day JA 74471
Nit. 523-1411

Mahn Ch•v. Co.
370 Union Ave.

$1 11 $

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems "
With a Small, Low Cost

Help Wanted

Yo_t

GetS

500.00

$1,000.00

$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$7,500.00
$5,000.00

Looking
For
Something
Use Our
Want
Ads

Instructions
Now Yon Can Master
BOORT HAND
Is 10 Days
Yes, you cannot tall So learn
shortbsed the OttlekrIte way. It
doesn't matter It you've tried
ether systems before and gives
This
EMU-K-71M
•P•
Coarse
guarantees you'll learn up to 120
words-per-minute
at
Quiekrite
Shorthand in 10 days. Ask shout
other rouses. Free catalog. Write
or phoae 272-2310.
UNITED l'RAIN1NO BERNICE
P.O. Bea 1124141
Memphis, Teas, Dept. T. D.

Mo.

HAMMOND ORGAN
STUDIOS

Payments

Ph. 682-1653 or 272-1691

APPion.
Cash

•I•

Rent A
NEW HAMMOND PIANO
with free lessons.

60 Flat Monthly Payments

$ 12.90
$ 23.70
34.50
$ 45.50
S 56.20
$110.82

Help Wanted
Jobs melting M&M Agcy. 210
Poet
MAIDS N.Y. - to $85 wk. Tickets
sent
Ave. Weatiniry, N.Y.

Be Wise! Choose

BARBEE LAKE

State Savings Bank

Fish All Day for 50e
Horse Back Riding
11.50 an hour - 20 min. 50c
Horse Bac% Riding In The
Ring for Children - 10c
Miniature Golf Course
18 Hideo - 10c

72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

Picnic Grounds With

NOTICE

net-wail-4 Music
$10.01 and up
Hudson and Hilda Barbee
Owners and Managers
5108 Horn Lake Road
298-1868

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming
to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address
Number of papers wanted weekly.
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tennesee

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ON 150 NEW FORDS

OAKLEY EAST
2255 LAMAR

GL 2-6291

"Accost From Katz"

dren, Rene, Five; Kelvin, three;

lassified Ads...
• •

PRINTERS WANTED
(Maleand Female)
Linotype
operators, proofreaders and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept r-o
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 60618(
Illinois.
FEMALE net.e %memo
Attractive, Intelligent •ho-t;
reerwo•
tative for Chicago

17 No
&tote 5., Suite 1320,apace.
Clileago 2. III

Vol. 1 'I

purchased 1,400 outfits for the men.

and Karen Aleen, 18-monthsold: her father, Robert Turner
A Manassas High School Per attended Gorine School of of Memphis her mother, Mrs.
graduate in the Class of '56, the Cosmotology.
Aleen Hall of Fort Wayne, a
former Miss Barbara Bond, She died in a Fort Wayne, brother, Larry Turner of Memwas buried in Fort Wayne, Ind. hospital Oct. 2 after a Bondphis; a grandmother, Mrs. Erveiee
Ind. earlier this week, follow- brief illness.
th
ing funeral rites. She married Mrs. ilarper and her
uncles, Noah Bond of MemMarvin Harper, a native of had moved to Fort husband plus, Calvin Bond of Lansing,
in
Greenwood, Miss., whom she 1960. While living inWayne
Mich. and Frank Bond of Talmet while working at a school she was a member Memphis lehasse, Fla,; two aunts, Mrs.
of New
of cosmotology there.
Louise
Hall of Memphis; and
Hope Baptist church.
Immediately after graduat- As
Mrs., Bernice
rviivdoers frionin
michanMc
cludheerthrheuesbeal
d
yco
o sins
De-.
h troit
ing from high school, Mrs. liar- su
seven cousins.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

Real Estate Loan

are shown modeling what the well-dressed
worker in that department will be wearing
In bad weather in the future. The
city

Former Memphian Buried In Ind.

King Out To Get Rid Of
Goldwaterism In Nation

0AL
E
ass'

.TRI-'
,BOX
MEUP
EXC.

Apts. For Rent

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

TWO FURN. ROOMS. $6 & $7 WE
Single man or working woman. Co.
of utilities & telephone. Can arrange
to a person on welfare or retired by
mo., cheaper. Between Crump Blvd.
4,
Bkr. T. Hi. Schl. No. 4 or 8 IWalkem
Bus Line. 547 Dutro. JA 6-0176.
TWO FURN. ROOMS, $6 & $7 WE.
Single man or working woman.
Coe
of utilities & telephone. Can arrange
to a person on welfare or retired by
mo.. cheaper. Bkween Crump Blvd. &
Bkr. T. Hi SCSI. No. 4 or 8 (Walken
Buis Line. 547 Dutro. JA 6-0178.

Salesmen and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 Per cent and 30 For Sale Misc.
per cent contract commission FOR SALE: Jeeps $84.50, boats $8.18.
typewriters $4.15, airplanes 572.211,
on the dollar.
farm tractors, and many others
THE TRUSTATE DEFENDER auto*,
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete direct236- South Wellington Street ory
where to buy In your state, seed
Memphis, Tenn.
81.00. or $1.75 for national directory
to Blaketag Surplus, P.O. Boa
Memphis. 'limn., 38101.

$$ $ 5
CALL ME

27.1,

HUDSON
BARBEE CO.

If you have a job, 21 years of age or
over. need a good used car or truc14.
I can finance you, put money in your
Pocket. Call regardless of past minrortunes. All applications quick & confidential. Ask for FREE credit check
and ride the same day. 176 cars to
choose from.
Call and ask for no one but

Import - Export

Air -Ocean
Mho Chev. Co.
and
:170 talon Ace.
Surface Freight
$ $ $ $ $ $
CAREER
5108 HORNLAKE ROAD
OPENING 20 new offices in Tans..
need 20 men over 21 with car for
MEMPHIS, TENN,
management positions to those who
qualify. We offer salary overwrite.
renewal.. commissions and expense ac398-1068
count. Send resume including phone
GENE WILDAR

Day JA 7-4471
Nit. 523-1411

•4.
number to:
Mr. R. L. Cheatham, P. 0. Box 3214. FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50, hoots 56 le.
Naahville, Taco.
typewriters 54.15. airplanes $72.20.
autos, farm tractors, and many othera
too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directMAIDS, GUAR. GOOD NEW YORK
LIVE-IN JOBS. $35-55 PER WE.
ory where to buy in your state. Send
FARE ADVANCED.
$1.00. or $1.75 for national directory
to Blaketag Surplus. P.O. Box 223.
HAROLD EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
Memphis. Tenn.. 38101.
114)X 21
LYNBROOK, N. 1'.

FOR SALE
Jeeps $64.50, boats $6.18,
typewriters $4.15, airplanes
$72.20, autos, farm tractors,
and many others too numerous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For complete directory where to buy
in your state, send $1.00 or
11.25 for national directory to
BLAKETAG SURPLUS
P.O. Box 223, Memphis,
Tenn., 38101.

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL, US BEFORE YOU

BUY BONDS
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"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

Houses For Sale
OWN YOUR OWN 110ME• IN BEM'.
tiful Lakewood Garden. No money
down. Low rate.. Call Mohundro Penny Realty Company. 357-1143. 3381143 or 357-2775.

SI
Of

BRING THE JOY OF MUSIC
TO YOUR HOME
Rent A Hammond Spinet Piano
210 Monthly With Free Lessons.
HAMMOND ORGAN
STUDIOS
Phone 628-1653 or 2774691
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ATHAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 a 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEI
N
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6.1450
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